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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT O F TEXAS

HO USTON DIVISION

M -l LLC,

Plaintiff,

V.

CHAD LEE STELLY ET AL.,

CIVIL ACTION NO . 4:09-cv-1552

Defendants.

M EM O M NDUM  AND ORDER

Pending before the Court are Defendants' Joint M otion to Dismiss for Plaintiff s

Failure to State a Claim (Doc. No. 91); Defendants Benton T. Knobloch and W ellbore

Energy Solutions, LLC'S M otion for Partial Summary Judpnent as a M atter of Law

(Doc. No. 181); Defendants' Joint Expedited Motion for Protection from Discovery of

Proprietary Trade Secret lnformation (Doc. No. 300). After considering the parties'

filings, a11 responses and replies thereto, and the applicable law, the Court finds that

Defendants' motion to dismiss should be granted in pa14 and denied in part, Defendants'

motion for partial summary judgment should be vanted in part and denied in part, and

Defendants' joint expedited motion for protection should be denied.

1.

This suit involves the alleged misappropriation of trade secrets and violation of

BACKGROUND

non-compete apeements by former employees of Plaintiff M-l LLC (ûiM-l''), including

Chad Stelly, Stephen Squyres, and Benton T. Knobloch, three of the Defendants in this

1Case
.

' Unless otherwise noted
, the background facts of this case are not in dispute.
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M-l LLC CtM-1'') is an oilfield contractor that provides tçproducts and services to

oilfeld drillers and operators who are involved in successful completion of downhole

operations and the cleanout of wellbores.'' (Second Am. Compl., Doc. No. 355, IJ 8.)

Defendants Chad Stelly CûStelly'') and Stephen Squyres tslsquyres''l were employees of

M -I at its Houston offices. Both employees signed trade secret agreements and covenants

not to compete during their employment at M -I. Pursuant to these and other agreements,

Stelly and Squyres areed to maintain contidential a1l of M -l's trade secrets and

proprietary information both during emplom ent and afterward, and also apeed not to

compete against M-I for a period of two years after termination of employment. @d. ! 9.)

ln their em ploym ent capacity, Stelly and Squyres specialized in rental and technical

support of wellbore cleanout equipment. Stelly and Squyres promoted tools to M -I

customers tluoughout the Gulf of M exico, Texas, Louisiana, and Alabama. M -l alleges

that it çlprovided and entrusted'' to Stelly and Squyres extensive trade secret and other

proprietary infonnation, including tool drawings, desir s, and specifications. (1d. !g! 10-

Defendant Benton T. Knobloch (dçKnobloch'') was an employee with Specialised

Petroleum Services International, lnc. f/k/a Global Completion Services, Inc.

(IISPS/GCS'') which was a subsidiary of SPS Petroleum Services Group Limited

(ç$SPS''). M-l acquired SPS and SPS/GCS on August 2, 2006, and received assignment

of a1l contractual rights. (1d. lr 18.) Knobloch sir ed ameements promising not to

disclose any confidential information, solicit SPS/GCS'S custom ers, interfere with

SPS/GCS'S customer relationships, or compete with SPS/GCS. M -I avers that SPS/GCS

and M -l gave Knobloch access to confidential inform ation, including tool drawings,
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designs, and specifications. On August 21, 2006, Knobloch resir ed his position with

M -l, and was thereaûer terminated. Knobloch was Manager of Sales for the Americas

when his employment with M -1 ended. M -l avers that, within one month of leaving his

job at M-l, Knobloch formed a new company, Defendant Wellbore Energy Solutions,

LLC (çtW ES'') and began serving as W ES'S president. (f#. !( 24.)

ARer Knobloch formed W ES, M -l alleges that he began tlraiding'' employees

from M-I, ultimately hiring a total of thirteen employees from M-I. Squyres joined WES

in 2008, and Stelly joined in 2009.M-I asserts that Defendants have both stolen M-l's

trade secrets and other confidential information, and violated their respective covenants

not to compete. (Id. !5 15-16.) M-l believes that WES designed twelve of its wellbore

tools by relying on M -l's trade secrets.

Based on these averments, M-l brings fourteen counts against Stelly, Squyres,

Knobloch, and W ES. Those counts include: breaches of various employment

agreements, including trade secret ameements, covenants not to compete, and

confidentiality contracts; common 1aw misappropriation of trade secrets', tortious

interference with M -l's custom er contracts, prospective business relations, and

employment contracts; breach of fiduciary duty; violations of the Texas Theft Liability

Act, TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. jj 134.001-134.005 (Vernon 2005);

conspiracy; unfair competition by misappropriation; violations of the Computer Fraud

and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. j 1030,. and conversion.

Defendants have filed a m otion to dism iss M -l's claims, arguing that they fail to

state a claim upon which relief can be granted. They have also filed a m otion for

summary judgment, arguing that M-l's state tort claims are preempted by federal



copyright law, and that Knobloch's covenants not to compete are unenforceable because

they are unreasonable restraints of trade. Last, Defendants have filed a motion for

protection, arguing that M -l has not m ade the requisite showing of necessity to obtain

trade secret materials in discovery. The Court takes up each of the arguments in turn.

II. M OTION TO DISM ISS

Defendants have filed a joint motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim. They

argue that M -l's complaint fails to comply with Rule 8 under the Suprem e Court's

Twombly and Iqbal decisions. (Defs.'Joint Mot. to Dismiss for P1.'s Failure to State

Claim, Doc. No. 91, ! 14.) Specifically, Defendants argue that the complaint does not

contain sufticient allegations to state a claim for misappropriation of trade secrets, fails to

state facts in support of M -l's three tortious interference claims, and fails to state more

than legal conclusions for the remaining ten claims. (f#. 15 15-19.) M-I responds that

Defendants' motion is untimely, and in any case, that their pleading meets Rule 12(b)(6)

standards.

A. Legal Standard

A court may dismiss a complaint for ûtfailure to state a claim upon which relief

can be ranted.'' FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(6). il'l-o sunive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to

dismiss, a complaint tdoes not need detailed factual allegationss' but must provide the

plaintiff s grounds for entitlement to relief- including factual allegations that when

assum ed to be true çraise a right to relief above the speculative 1evel.''' Cuvillier v.

Taylor, 503 F.3d 397, 401(5th Cir. 2007) (citing #c// Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S.

544, 555 (2007)). That is, 11a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted

as true, to çstate a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.''' Ashcro? v. Iqbal, 556
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U.S. ---, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570). A claim has

facial plausibility ilwhen the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw

the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.'' 1d.

(citing Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556). The plausibility standard is not akin to a tiprobability

requirement,'' but asks for more than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted

unlawfully. 1d. A pleading need not contain detailed factual allegations, but must set

forth more than lçlabels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a

cause of action will not do.'' Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (citation omitted).

When considering a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, a court must tûaccept the

complaint's well-pleaded facts as true and view them in the light most favorable to the

plaintiff'' Johnson v. Johnson, 385 F.3d 503, 529 (5th Cir. 2004),* see also Sonnier v.

State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co., 509 F.3d 673, 675 (5th Cir. 2007). A district court can

consider the contents of the pleadings, including attachments thereto, as well as

documents attached to the motion, if they are referenced in the plaintiff s complaint and

are central to the claims. Collins v. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, 224 F.3d 496, 499 (5th

Cir. 2000). Furthermore, a Court may refer to matters of public record when deciding a

motion to dismiss. Chauhan v. Formosa Plastics Corp., 212 F.3d 595, 595 (5th Cir.

2000).

Ultimately, the question for the court to decide is whether the complaint states a

valid claim when viewed in the light most

accept well-pleaded facts as true,

favorable to the plaintiff. The court must

but legal conclusions are not entitled to the sam e

assumption of truth. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1950 (citation omitted). But the court should not

Allstrain to tind inferences favorable to the plaintiffs''' or 'saccept iconclusory allegations,



unwarranted deductions, or legal conclusions.''' R2 Investments LD C v. Phillips, 401

F.3d 638, 642 (5th Cir. 2005) (quoting Southland Sec. Corp. v. Inspire Ins. Solutions,

Inc., 365 F.3d 353, 362 (5th Cir. 2004)).lmportantly, the court should not evaluate the

merits of the allegation, but must satisfy itself only that plaintiff has adequately pled a

legally cor izable claim . United States cx rel. Riley v. St. Luke 's Episcopal Hosp., 355

F.3d 370, 376 (5th Cir. 2004).

B. Analysis

The Court notes, at the outset, that subsequent to Defendants' m otion to dism iss,

M -1 amended its complaint. The live pleading is M -l's Second Amended Complaint

(Doc. No. 355). The Court will apply the motion to dismiss to the live pleading.

1. W aiver

The Court tirst considers whether Defendants have waived their Rule 12(b)(6)

arguments by filing responsive pleadings before moving to dismiss. Defendants

answered M-l's original complaint. (See Doc. Nos. 7, 9, & 28.) They now move to

dismiss M -l's amended complaint. M -I argues that Defendants have waived their Rule

12(b)(6) arguments, because the rule Stexpressly mandates'' that a motion brought

pursuant to the rule tllshall be made before pleading.''' (P1. M-1 LLC'S Resp. to Defs.'

Mot. to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim Pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6) & Mot. for Leave

to File Am. Compl., Doc. No. 1 13, at 2 (quoting FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(6).) Because

Defendants already filed responsive pleadings to M -l's original complaint, M -I argues

that they m ay not now oppose an am ended com plaint. Defendants respond that their

motion is timely and not waived. They argue that, because Defendants are allowed to file

a responsive pleading to M-l's amended complaint, they are also allowed to çlchallenge



that complaint's validity under Rule 12(b)(6).'' (Defs.' Reply to P1.'s Resp. to Their Joint

Mot. to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim, Doc. No. 180, !( 2.)

Defendants rely on Bromheld v. McBurney in arguing that their motion to dismiss

is tim ely. In that case, the defendants moved to dismiss plaintiff s original complaint.

Tht court subsequently ordered plaintiff to tile an amended complaint curing certain

deficiencies. The plaintiff did so, and defendants tiled a second motion to dismiss.

Plaintiff responded that the defendants motion should be denied, because only one

12(b)(6) motion could be filed. The court rejected that argument, noting that Rule

12(b)(6) ttmerely provides that a motion asserting a defense for failure to state a claim

upon which relief can be granted, or any of the other specitic defenses set forth therein,

fmust be made before pleading if a responsive pleading is allowed.''' 2008 W L 2746289,

at *1 (W .D. Was. July 8, 2008) (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)).Because the plaintiff had

filed an amended complaint, the court held that the defendants were once again entitled to

challenge its validity under Rule 12(b)(6).

Though Bromfeld supports Defendants'general argument that an amended

complaint grants defendants the opportunity to challenge its validity anew under Rule

12(b)(6), the circumstances of the cases are different. The defendants in Bromheld never

answered the original complaint. Instead, they challenged both the original and amended

complaint on Rule 12(b)(6) grounds.In this case, by contrast, each Defendant answered

M-l's original complaint, and urged this Court to dismiss on 12(b)(6) grounds only aher

the amended complaint had been filed.

The Court does not have to decide that question, however, because Defendants

prevail for another reason. Each Defendant raised the defense of failure to state a claim



upon which relief can be granted in their answers. (See Chad Stelly's Am. Answer, Doc.

No. 7, ! 89 (Etstelly affinnatively asserts that M-l's claims are barred, in whole or in part,

because M-I has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted''l; Stephen

Squyres' Am. Answer, Doc. No. 9, !( 89 (same); Defs. Benton Knobloch & W ellbore

Energy Solutions, LLC'S Original Answer and Counterclaim, Doc. No. 28, ! 95

(ttKnobloch and (WES) plead failure to state a c1aim'').) Rule 12(b) provides that çtlnjo

defense or objection is waived byjoining it with one or more other defenses or objections

in a responsive pleading.'' Rule 12(i) provides that Vûliqf a party so moves, any defense

listed in Rule 12(b)(1)-(7)- whether made in a pleading or by motion . . . must be heard

and decided before trial unless the court orders a deferral until trial.'' FED. R. CIV. P.

12(i). Because the Defendants' motion to dismiss is based on a defense they raised

originally in their answers, M -l's waiver argum ent fails. See Desperado M otor Racing tt

Motorcycles, Inc. v. Robinson, 2010 W L 2757523, at *3 (S.D. Tex. July 13, 2010).

M isappropriation of trade secrets

Defendants aver that M -l has failed to plead adequately its m isappropriation of

trade secrets claim . Under Texas law, the elem ents of misappropriation of trade secrets

are: (1) a trade secret existed, (2) the trade secret was acquired through a breach of a

confidential relationship or discovered by improper means, and (3) the defendant used the

trade secret without authorization from the plaintiff CQ, Inc. v. TXU Mining Co., 565

F.3d 268, 273 (5th Cir. 2009) (quoting Gaia Techs. Inc. v. Recycled Prods. Corp., 175

F.3d 365, 376 (5th Cir. 1999)).A trade secret is detined as a k'iformula, pattem, device

or compilation of information used in a business, which gives the owner an opportunity

to obtain an advantage over his competitors who do not know or use it.''' Triple Tee



Go% Inc. v. Nike, Inc., 285 F.3d 253, 261 (5th Cir. 2007) (quoting Taco Cabana Int 1 v.

Fwo Pesos, Inc., 932 F.2d 1 113, 1 123 (5th Cir. 1991:.

M -l's Second Am ended Complaint alleges that Stelly, Squyres, and Knobloch had

access to iûnonconformance reports, tool drawings, tool desir s, tech units, tool utility

reports, scrap reports, job proposals and procedures, sales forecasts, job tracker, customer

preferences, tool research and developments and project information,'' and other

contidential information. (Doc. No. 355, ! 1 1; see also id. !( 19.) M-l further alleges that

Defendants induced Stelly to misappropriate M -l's technology and trade secrets for use in

W ES'S business operations, and that:

ln the days before he notitied M -I that he was quitting, Stelly connected
extem al m emory devices to his M -I laptop and transferred files to these
devices from the laptop. A forensic analysis of Stelly's Extem al Hard
Drive and USB Drive revealed that M -l's files were on these devices and
that some of these files had been transferred from Stelly's laptop. In
addition, on March 8, 2009, Stelly began downloading M -l's tiles on to
his M-l laptop immediately after ending a cell phone conversation with
Knobloch. Similarly, on M arch 6, 2009, Stelly called Knobloch minutes
before he plugged in an extem al m em ory device to his laptop. Because
this computer activity occurred aher Stelly accepted employment with
W ES and in close proximity to phone calls with Knobloch, M -l has reason
to believe that Stelly was accessing M -l's Confidential Infonnation and
files for his and for W ES'S use.

2 Finally
, M-l maintains that Knobloch resir ed from M-l and(Doc. No. 355, 5 15.)

immediately formed W ES. (1d. ! 24.) M-1 provides a list of fourteen specific tools

whose desir s and technologies were allegedly used by WES. (f#. !( 21.)

2 The Court is aware that there is considerable controversy over this allegation, because M -I initially
submitted, and subsequently withdrew, evidence supporting its claims that Stelly had downloaded material
from his M-I laptop onto an external hard drive. (See Aff. in Supp. of M-I LLC'S Emergency Mot. for
Prelim. Inj.. Doc. No. 14. !!I 12-13; M-1 LLC'S Notice of Withdrawal of Portions of Keith Pope's Aff.,
Doc. No. 81 .) As Defendants acknowledge, however, it is the Court's task at this stage to consider only the
pleadings in its 12(b)(6) determination. Thus. it must ignore b0th favorable and detrimental evidence that
exist outside the pleadings, and focus on the factual allegations in M -l's complaint only. M-I continues to
assert that Stelly downloaded sensitive M-l material before leaving his job, and for the pumoses of this
motion, the Court is bound to accept these allegations as true.



Nevertheless, Defendants argue that M -I has failed to allege facts to support its

claim because there are no facts showing what trade secret was misappropriated, that M -

l's trade secrets were actually used or disclosed by Defendants, and what injury was

suffered by M -l. The Court disap ees.On the contrary, M -I has alleged that its designs

and technologies related to fourteen tools constimte trade secrets, that Defendants took

the information in violation of their confidentiality agreements, and have used it to build

its own tools. M ile, of course, it is true that at least some of M-l's allegations rest on

circumstantial factual support the Court believes that, tlzrough discovery, M-l may be

able to collect evidence of the allegedly unlawful behavior to more fully support its

claim s. Of course, in the final calculus, it m ay not be able to prove its allegations and the

case could very well be dismissed on a future motion for summary judgment or at trial.

% at is material at this stage, however, is that M -I has alleged facts that ûûûraise a right to

relief above the speculative 1evel,''' thereby sufficiently stating its claim. Cuvillier v.

Taylor, 503 F.3d 397, 401 (5th Cir. 2007) (citing #c// Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S.

3544
, 555 (2007)). The Court finds that M-I has done so.

3. Tortious interference with custom er
contracts

Count Four alleges tortious interference with M -l's custom er contracts. A

plaintiff must establish the following elements to succeed on a tortious interference with

contract claim; (1) the existence of a contract subject to interference, (2) willful and

intentional interference, (3) that proximately causes damage, and (4) actual damage or

3 Defendants also argue that M -I pleads the inapplicable ltinevitable disclosure'' doctrine in support of its
trade secret misappropriations claims. Defendants claim that the doctrine has not been recognized or
adopted by any Texas court, and that this Court expressly held the doctrine inapplicable as a matter of 1aw
in the earlier injunction proceedings. (See Mem. & Order, Doc. No. 75, at 12-13.) Because the Court has
found that M -I succeeds in setting forth sufticient allegations that Stelly actually downloaded trade secrets
before he left M -I, it has no need to consider now whether pleading the Sûinevitable disclosure'' doctrine
meets Rule 12(b)(6) requirements.
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loss. Specialties tp/Mcx. Inc. v. Mastedbods USA, 2010 W L 2488031, at *9 (S.D. Tex.

June 14, 2010) (citing A11 Am. Te1., lnc. v. USLD Commc 'ns, Inc., 291 S.W .3d 518, 531

(Tex. App.- Fort W orth 2009, pet. deniedl). Defendants argue that there are tçno facts

identifying the contracts allegedly interfered with, how the alleged interference

proximately caused injury to M-1, . . . the identity of the . . . third-person interfered with,

or actual damage or loss incurred.'' (Doc. No. 91, ! 18.)

The Court agrees with Defendants. Aher combing tlzrough M -l's com plaint, the

Court can discern only two passages that even tangentially put forth facts relating to M -

I's tortious interference with custom er contracts claim . First, M -1 alleges;

Stelly and Squyres are . . . soliciting M -l's customers based on the
relationships they formed and further developed while at M -I. Stelly has
solicited and/or is soliciting and renting competing tools to: BP p.l.c.,
Chevron Com oration, Devon Energy Com oration, Exxon M obil
Corporation, W alter Oil and Gas Corporation, M arathon Oi1 Comoration,
and Eni S.P.A. Squyres is soliciting and renting W ES tools primarily to
BP p.l.c. just as he did while at M-I.

(Doc. No. 355, lg 13.) Second, M-I asserts:

The Defendants' misappropriation, breaches of contract, and interference
has caused M -l substantial harm. M -I has leanwd that it lost at least one
well to W ES when BP awarded the ThunderHorse Project 778 //2 W ell to
W ES instead of M -l because of Squyres's sales efforts. M -l has provided
W ellbore cleanout tools and services to BP for other ThunderHorse wells,
and expected to provide the same for 778 #2. Defendants have unfairly

competed and continue to unfairly compete with M-I on other projects
using M -l's former employees and M -l's Confidential Information. W ES
was awarded the Thunderllorse 778 #2 because of Squyres's breach of his
contracts with M -l, W ES'S interference with those contracts, the inevitable
use and disclosure of and continued use of M -l's Confidential
Inform ation, and the use of M -l's tool designs.

(f#. ! 29.) The Court finds that these pleadings fail for two reasons. First, while M-l

avers that it ûthad valid contracts with certain customers,'' it fails entirely to allege or

designate a specific contract that is the subject of interference. From the facts recited



above, the reader might gather that M -l had business relationships with at least seven

different businesses that have since been solicited by, or entered into apeements for

services with, W ES. Similarly, a reader may sunnise that M -l has provided wellbore

cleanout tools to BP and maintained some sort of expectation to do the same on the

Thunderilorse project. None of these contentions, however, alleges the existence of a

contract between M -l and any of these businesses that obligated them to use M -l's

wellbore cleanout services. W ithout identifying an existing contract that is subject to

interference, M-l has failed to plead adequately the first element of a tortious interference

with contract claim .

Second, the Court finds that M -l has failed to adequately plead the proximate

cause element of this cause of action. To show proximate cause, :<a plaintiff must allege

that ûthe defendant took an active part in persuading a party to a contract to breach it.'''

Hambric Sports Mgmt., LLC v. Team AK, Inc., 2010 W L 2605243, at *9 (N.D. Tex. June

29, 2010) (citing Amigo Broad., LP v. Spanish Broad. Sys., Inc., 521 F.3d 472, 489 (5th

Cir. 2008)). 'ttMerely entering into a contract with a party with the knowledge of that

party's contractual obligations to someone else is not the same as inducing a breach.'''

1d. tûslt is necessary that there be some act of interference or of persuading a party to

breach, for example by offering better terms or other incentives, for tort liability to

arise.''' f#. (quoting Davis v. Hydpro, Inc., 839 S.W .2d 137, 139 (Tex. App. Eastland

1992, writ deniedl).Here, it is alleged in M-l's complaint that Stelly and Squyres, in

their capacity as salesm en at W ES, are soliciting M -l custom ers for wellbore cleanout

projects. Nowhere does M-I set forth facts that allege any kind of interference or

persuasion of a party to breach any existing contracts with M -1. There are no facts



suggesting that any Defendant has offered better tenns or other incentives in order to

induce companies to breach their contracts. M -l has therefore failed to plead adequately

that Defendants are the proximate cause of any loss of existing contractual relations with

com panies.

Thus, the Court finds that M -I has not set forth sufficient factual matter that states

a plausible daim for relief Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949. The Court, however, will allow M -

I to amend its complaint.Great Plains Trust Co. v. Morgan Stanley Dean X //cr tf Co.,

313 F.3d 305, 329 (5th Cir. 2002) (ûlgDlistrict courts ohen afford plaintiffs at least one

opportunity to cure pleading deficiencies before dismissing a case, unless it is clear that

the defects are incurable of the plaintiffs advise the court that they are unwilling or

unable to amend in a manner that will avoid dismissal.'') The Court believes that

additional allegations could cure the existing deficiencies.

4. Tortious interference with prospective business relations

Count Five alleges tortious interference with prospective business relations. In

order to establish this claim, a plaintiff must prove: (1) a reasonable probability that the

plaintiff would have entered into a business relationship; (2) an independently tortious or

unlawful act by the defendant that prevented the relationship from occurring; (3) the

defendant did such act with a conscious desire to prevent the relationship from occuning

or the defendant knew the interference was certain or substantially certain to occur as a

result of the conduct', and (4) the plaintiff suffered actual harm or damages as a result of

the defendant's interference. Specialties of Mex. Inc. v. Masteyoods USA, 2010 WL

2488031, at *10 (S.D. Tex. June 14, 2010). Defendants argue that M-l's claim fails

because M-l fails to set forth facts showing ûsthe reasonable probability that M -l would

13



have entered into a business relationship with third persons, independently tortious or

unlawful conduct, the identity of the prospective business relationship . . . , or actual

dnmage or loss incurred.'' (Doc. No. 91, ! 18.) Defendants further allege that the facts in

support of M -l's tortious interference claim are threadbare recitals of the elem ents of

each cause of action, supported by conclusory statements, and thereby nm afoul of

Twombly and Iqbal's pleading standard.

M -I counters that it çthas produced docum ents'' during discovery Gçshowing that it

had a relationship with BP and that it submitted a quote'' on the BP ThunderHorse W ell

project. (Doc. No. 1 13, ! at 10.)The Court may not look to documents not referenced or

included in the pleadings when considering a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss. Collins v.

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, 224 F.3d 496, 499 (5th Cir. 2000).Accordingly, it is of no

moment that M -I was able to provide factual support for its claim outside the pleadings.

The pum ose of a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim is to ensure that

Defendants have notice of the precise claim s against them . Providing piecem eal factual

support throughout the life of the case is not an acceptable substitute for Rule 12(b)(6)'s

requirement that a plaintiff s pleading contain factual matter that states a Stlclaim to relief

that is plausible on its face.''' Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949 (2009) (quoting Twombly, 550

U.S. at 570). The Court will therefore refer to the pleadings in considering whether M-I

has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.

Aher examining the pleading, the Court concludes that this tortious interference

claim falls short of the Rule 12(b)(6) pleading standard. M-l fails to set forth any

allegations establishing a reasonable probability that it would have entered into a business

relationship. The closest it comes is its averment that it lshas provided (wlellbore

14



cleanout tools and services to BP for other ThunderHorse wells, and expected to provide

the same for 778 //2,'' but instead lost the project to WES. (Doc. No. 355, !( 29.) This

statement, however, does not plead a reasonable probability that M -l and BP would have

entered into a contractual relationship for the ThunderHorse project. Furthermore, M-l

fails to plead any other business relationships that are the subject of this claim.

The Court also finds that M -I has failed to adequately plead the third claim, which

requires a plaintiff to establish that the defendant committed an independently tortious act

with a conscious desire to prevent the relationship from occurring, or knew the

interference was certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of the conduct. M-l

has not pled that Defendants committed misappropdation and/or breach of fiduciary duty

with a conscious desire to cause, or with the certain knowledge that, it was preventing M -

l's specific business relationship from fonning. For these reasons, M -l's tortious

interference with prospective business relations claim is dismissed. M -1 may replead.

5. Tortious interference with M -l's em ployment contracts

Count Six alleges tortious interference with M -l's employment contracts. The

elements of a tortious interference with contract claim are: (1) the existence of a contract

subject to interference,(2) willful and intentional interference,(3) that proximately

causes damage, and (4) actual damage or loss.Specialties ofMex. Inc. v. Mastefoods

USA, 2010 WL 248803 1, at *9 (S.D. Tex. June 14, 2010) (citing All Am. Tel., Inc. v.

USLD Commc 'ns, lnc, 291 S.W .3d 518, 531 (Tex. App.- Fort Worth 2009, pet.

deniedl). The Court is uncertain about Defendants' specitic objections to this Count.

Most of Defendants' objections appear to target M-l's other two tortious interference

claims, discussed above. ln any event, the Court considers whether this claim has been
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adequately pled pursuant to Defendants' argument that a11 tortious interference claim s

ought to be dismissed.

M-I identifies several contracts as the subject of this interference claim, including

the M -l Trade Secret Am eem ent and Covenant Not to Compete, M -I Em ployee lnvention

and Confidential Information Aveement, GCS and SPS Confidentiality Aveements,

and/or at-will emplom ent agreements. (Doc. No. 355, ! 59.) 'I'he Court tinds that the

first elem ent is satisfied.

N ext, as to a showing of willful and intentional interference, M -I pleads, IûW ES

and its agents, including Knobloch and Squyres, knew or had reason to know of those of

gtheq contracts, specifically the employment agreementl,) and Trade Secret Aceement

and Covenant Not to Compete, because Squyres and other W ES agents had essentially

the same aveements with M-l and WES.'' (Doc. No. 355, !( 60.) M-l alleges further that

a number of its employees left M-I to join W ES. (f#. !r! 24-28.) Finally, M-I alleges:

On M arch 3, 2009, Knobloch induced Stelly to breach his employee
agreement with M -I. Before he quit, Stelly told W ES and Knobloch that
Stelly had a noncompete apeement with M -l. W ES and Knobloch
willfully disregarded that M-l contract just as it had disregarded the
previously raided employees' contracts with M -l and as it has continued to
disregard them .

(1d. !( 27.) M-I provides enough factual allegations to support the second element of its

tortious interference claim.

Third, in order to prove proximate damage, M -l has pled that ççKnobloch and

W ES induced each of aforem entioned employees and possibly others to quit M -l for

increased compensation and/or other benefits or a total increased employm ent package.''

(Doc. No. 355, lr 28.) Finally, M-1 pleads actual damage in the form of lost employees

and the cost of retraining new em ployees.



Accordingly, the Court finds that M -l has alleged and provided factual support for

each element of its tortious interference with employment contracts claim, thereby stating

a plausible claim for relief Iqbal, 556 129 S. Ct. at 1949. The Court denies Defendants'

motion to dismiss on this claim.

6. The rem aining argum ents

Defendants do not provide specific arguments for dismissal of each of the

rem aining claims, but instead aver generally that çithe rem aining 10 claim s are no more

than conclusions, which are not entitled to the assumption of tnzth and are unsupported

by factual allegations.'' (Doc. No. 91, ! 19.) Defendants then list a series of arguments

aimed at various causes of action. The Court considers each argument in turn;

a. Texas Theft Liability Act

Defendants argue that there are no allegations in support of an unlawful

appropriation of trade secrets under Texas Penal Code j 31.05, which is required in order

to support M -l's Texas Theft Liability Act claim . Section 3 1.05 provides that a person

commits an offense if, without the owner's consent, he knowingly steals a trade secret,

makes a copy of an article representing a trade secret, or communicates or transmits a

trade secret. TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. j 31.05 (Vernon 2003). As stated above, M-I

alleges that, in the days before Stelly notified M -l he was quitting, he transferred files

onto an external memory device. (Doc. No. 355, ! 15.) The Court finds that this factual

allegation is sufficient to support a claim of theh of trade secrets under the Texas Penal

Code, which in turn supports M -l's Texas Theft Liability Act claim . The Court overrules

Defendants' objections on this point.

b. Unfair com petition



Count Ten alleges unfair competition by misappropriation against a11 Defendants.

Defendants insist that there are no facts in support of unfair competition. Specitically,

Defendants aver that Glthe complaint is silent on facts to show the creation of M -l's trade

secret infonnation through extensive time, labor, skill and money, that Defendants used

M-l's trade secrets in competition with M-1 or commercial damage with M-l.'' (Doc. No.

91, ! 19.)

In order to show unfair competition by misappropriation, a plaintiff must

establish: (1) the creation by plaintiff of a product tluoug,h extensive time, labor, skill,

and money; (2) the use of that product by defendant in competition with plaintiftl thereby

giving the defendant a special competitive advantage because he was burdened with little

or none of the expense incurred by plaintiff in the creation of the product; and (3)

commercial damage to plaintiff Cable Elecs., Inc. v. N Am. Cable Equip., Inc., 2010

W L 1541504, at * 3 (N.D. Tex. 2010) (citing Alcatel USA, Inc. v. DGI Techs., 166 F.3d

772, 788 (5th Cir. 1999)).

M -l emphasizes its efforts in creating wellbore cleanout products in several places

in the complaint. For example, M-1 avers, iûM -I spent considerable amounts to create

information (including tool drawings, designs, sales forecasts, tool research and

development, market strategies, etc.j This information is M-l's instimtional knowledge

and history of its wellbore cleanout tool business. It is the product of many years of

experiencea dozens of skilled employees' labor, and millions of dollars spent in research,

testing and application.'' (Doc. No. 355, !( 12.) With infonnation that M-I acquired in its

asset purchase apeement with SPS/GCS, M -l states, 'ûSPS/GCS spent considerable

amounts of time and money to create this information and develop it. M -l spent a



substantial amount of money to obtain the rights to this information. This information is

SPS/GCS'S and M -l's institutional knowledge and history of its wellbore cleanout tool

business. It is the product of m any years of experience, dozens of skilled employees'

labor, and millions of dollars spent.''(1d. ! 19.) With respect to M-l's tool designs, M-l

pleads, tûM -l spent considerable amounts of time and money to research and develop this

information and keep it secret. M-l employs engineers and designers to research and

develop these tool designs. These desir ers and engineers take years to research and

develop a tool, and it takes substantial additional time and money to test and market these

tools.'' (1d. ! 22.) The Court finds that these averments are sufticient to plead the

element of expended time, labor, skill, and money. Though M -l's allegations are not

pm icularly detailed at this point, the Fifth Circuit has instructed that they need not be.

What matters, instead, is that M -l sets forth facts that içlraise a right to relief above the

speculative 1eve1.''' Cuvillier, 503 F.3d 397, 401 (5th Cir. 2007) (citing Twombly, 550

U.S. at 555). The Court concludes that, as to this element, M-l has done so.

Similarly, the Court finds that M-l has pled that W ES is using M -l's trade secrets

in competition with M-1, and that M -I has suffered commercial damage. M -I has listed

twelve W ES tools that it claims are being used in competition with its own tools. (Doc.

No. 355, 5 21.) Further, it has allegedthat it has lost at least one project, the BP

ThunderHorse well, resulting in commercial damage. (f#. !j 29.) The Court finds that,

through its allegations, M -l has set forth a plausible basis for recovery under a theory of

unfair competition by misappropriation. The Court overrules Defendants' objections on

this point.

c. Com puter fraud and abuse



Count Eleven alleges violations under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

(::CFAA''), 18 U.S.C. j 1030. The CFAA prohibits, among other conduct, the

unauthorized access to a tlûprotected computer' for the pumoses of obtaining infonnation,

causing damage, or pemetrating fraud.'' Quantlab Techs. Ltd. (BVI) v. Godlevsky, ---

F. Supp. 2d ---, 2010 WL 2593669, at *5 (S.D. Tex. June 23, 2010). A Slprotected

com puter'' is a tûcomputer . . . which is used in or affecting interstate or foreir  com merce

or communication.'' 18 U.S.C. j 1030(e)(2)(B).

In its complaint, M -l has two passages that relate to this daim. First, M -I alleges that:

Stelly colmected external memory devices to his M -l laptop and
transferred files to these devices from the laptop. . . . In addition, on
M arch 8, 2009, Stelly began downloading M -l tlles on to his M -I laptop
immediately after ending a cell phone conversation with Knobloch.
Sim ilarly, on M arch 6, 2009, Stelly called Knobloch m inutes before he
plugged in an external memory device to his laptop.

(Doc. No. 355, ! 15.) Second, M-1 asserts:

Defendants knowingly and with intent to defraud, accessed and used the
computerts) assir ed to by M-I, without authorization or in a manger
exceeding any authorization they may claim that they had. By m eans of
such conduct, Defendants furthered the intended fraud. M -1 believes that,
because of Stelly's activities in March 2009, Defendants used M -l's
computer to m isappropriate, use, and share M -l's trade secrets and
proprietary Confidential lnformation without authorization.

(1d. !f! 80-8 1-)

The CFAA is a criminal statute, but civil actions are authorized for som e

violations of its substantive provisions. Fiber s'ys'. Int 'l, Inc. v. Roehrs, 470 F.3d 1 150,

1 156 (5th Cir. 2006). Section 1030(g) provides:

Any person who suffers damage or loss by reason of a violation of this
section m ay m aintain a civil action against the violator to obtain
compensatory damages and injunctive relief or other equitable relietl A
civil action for a violation of this section may be brought only if the
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conduct involves 1 of the factors set forth in subclauses (1), (11), (111), (IV),
or (V) of subsection (c)(4)(A)(i).

The only subclause potentially applicable here is subclause (1), which covers ttloss to 1 or

d rin any l-year period . . . aggregating at least $5 000 in value.''4 18more persons u g ,

U.S.C. j 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(1). The CFAA defines ttloss'' as follows:

(T)he term çsloss'' means any reasonable cost to any victim, including the
cost of responding to an offense, conducting a dnmage assessment, and
restoring the data, pror am, system, or information to its condition prior to
the offense, and any revenue lost, cost incurred, or other consequential
damages incurred because of intem zption of service.

18 U.S.C. j 1030(e)(1 1). GûDamage'' is defined as ilany impairment to the integrity or

availability of data, a propam, a system, or information.'' Id. j 1030(e)(8).

The Court finds that M -l fails to plead loss as it is defined in the CCPA. They

have not alleged that any loss meets the statutory monetary sum of $5,000. In addition,

case law has consistently intem reted the loss provision to encom pass only the costs

incurred as a result of investigating or rem edying dam age to a com puter, or costs incurred

because the computer's service was intem zpted. See, e.g., Nexans I'Krc.ç S.A. v. Sark-

USA, Inc., 319 F. Supp. 2d 468, 475 (S.D.N.Y. 2004), affd, 166 F. App'x 559, 562-62

(2d Cir. 2006). M-I simply alleges damages tsto its business in the form of lost profits,

loss of customers and loss of future business opportunities.''(Doc. No. 355, ! 82.) M-I

asserts no damages whatsoever relating to their investigation of computer damage, or

costs incurred because any computer service was intenupted.

ln sum , M -l's CCPA claim fails because M -I does not allege any facts showing at

least $5,000 of loss, or any loss as a result of investigation or intem zption of computer

service. M-l's current CCPA pleadings thus nm afoul of Rule 12(b)(6) requirements,

4 h ther factors involve medical care
, physical injury, public health and safety, and damage affecting aT e o

government computer, none of which are alleged here. See 18 U.S.C. j 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(II)-(V).
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because they do not put forth facts that allow the Court to m ake an inference that

Defendants are liable for any misconduct under the CCPA. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949

(quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570).

this claim .

The Court affords M -I one opportunity to replead

111. M OTION FOR SUM M ARY JUDGM ENT

Defendants Knobloch and WES move for partial summary judgment on two

grounds. First, they argue that M -l's tort claims based on wrongful copying of tool

designs are preempted by federal copyright law. Second, they argue that Knobloch's

covenants not to compete are unenforceable as a matter of law. (Defs. Benton T.

Knobloch & W ellbore Energy Solutions, LLC'S Mot. for Partial Summ . J. as a M atter of

Law, Doc. No. 181, at 1.)

A. Legal Standard

A motion for summary judm ent underFederal Rule of Civil Procedure 56

requires the Court to determine whether the moving party is entitled to judgment as a

matter of law based on the evidence thus far presented. See FED. R. CIV. P. 56(c).

Summary judpnent is proper ttif the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories,

and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine

issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter

of law.'' Kee v. City ofRowlett, 247 F.3d 206, 2 10 (5th Cir. 2001) (quotations omitted).

A genuine issue of material fact exists if a reasonable jury could enter a verdict for the

non-moving party. Crawford v. Formosa Plastics Corp., 234 F.3d 899, 902 (5th Cir.

2000). This Court must view a11 evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving

party and draw a11 reasonable inferences in that party's favor. The Court may not



make credibility determinations or weigh the evidence. Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing

Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 133, l 50 (2000). (t'l''he court should give credence to the evidence

favoring the nonm ovant as well as that ûevidence supporting the moving party that is

uncontradicted and unimpeached, at least to the extent that that evidence comes from

disinterested witnesses.''' 1d. at 151. Hearsay, conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated

assertions, and unsupported speculation are not competent summary judgment evidence.

FED. R. CIV. P. 56(e)(1); see also Little v. Liquid Air Corp., 37 F.3d 1069, 1075 (5th Cir.

1994) (noting that a non-movant's burden is ûtnot satisfied with tsome metaphysical doubt

as to the material facts''') (citing Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475

U.S. 574, 586 (1986)).

B. Analysis

1. Copyright preem ption

Knobloch and W ES move to dismiss ûtM -l's tort claims based on wrongful

copying of tool designs because the claims are preempted'' by the U.S. Copyright Act, 17

U.S.C. jj 101-1332. (Doc. No. 181, !j 7.) W hether a federal statute preempts state 1aw is

a question of 1aw for this Court. Franka Inv. Co. v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., 593 F.3d 404,

407 (5th Cir. 2010) (citing Friberg v. Kan. fR/y S. Ry. Co., 267 F.3d 439, 442 (5th Cir.

2001)).

Section 301(a) of the Copyright Act Staccomplishes the general federal policy of

creating a unifonn method for protecting and enforcing certain rights in intellectual

property by preem pting other claim s.''

1995). It provides:

Daboub v. Gibbons, 42 F.3d 285, 288 (5th Cir.

On and aher January 1, 1978, a1l legal or equitable rights that are
equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within the general scope of



copyright as specified by section 106 in works of authorship that are fixed
in a tangible medium of expression and come within the subject matter of
copyright as specified by sections 102 and 103, whether created before or
aAer that date and whether published or unpublished, are governed
exclusively by this title. Thereafter, no person is entitled to any such right
or equivalent right in any such work under the common 1aw or statutes of
any State.

17 U.S.C. j 301(a). The Fifth Circuit has established a two-part test to determine

whether a state law claim is preempted. First, the cause of action is ûtexnm ined to

determine whether it falls twithin the subject matter of copyright.''' Daboub, 42 F.3d at

289. Second, the cause of action is ttexmnined to detennine if it protects rights that are

ûequivalent' to any of the exclusive rights of a federal copyright, as provided in 17 U.S.C.

j 106.55 f#. (citations omitted). Section 106, for its part, grants the ûtexclusive right to

reproduce, distribute, perform, and display the copyrighted work'' to the holder of a

copyright. f#.

The frst step requires the Court to determine whether the claim falls within the

subject matter of copyright.Knobloch and W ES argue that this case's tlimplication of the

copyright laws relates to the drawings,desir s, technical manuals, specifications and

plans of M-l's tools which M-I alleges it owns and Defendants copied.'' (Doc. No. 181,

! 12.) They urge that those items fall within the subject matter of copyright. M-1 does

not dispute that its tool drawings and other material are copyrightable, but instead argues

that the claims in this suit are based on élreplicating tools using trade secret information,

not copying copyright-protected drawings.''(P1. M-l LLC'S Request for Relief & Resp.

to Defs. Benton Knobloch & W ellbore Energy Solutions, LLC'S M ot. for Partial Summ .

as a Matter of Law, Doc. No.195, !( 7) (emphasis in original). Focusing on tool
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copying rather than tool drawing copying is important, M -I argues, because tools are

useful articles that do not qualify for copyright protection under the Copyright Act.

N either party, however, disputes the other's argum ent regarding what is

copyrightable matter. That is, M -I does not dispute that its drawings, desir s, technical

manuals, specifications, and plans fall under the subject matter of copyright. The Court

agrees. Section 102 of the Copyright Act extends copyright protection to 4toriginal works

of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed,

from which they can be perceived, reproduced,or otherwise communicated, either

directly or with the aid of a machine or device.'' lt then provides a list of categories of

works of authorship that includes tipictorial, graphic, and sculptural works.'' 17 U.S.C.

j 102. Section 101, in turn, defines a tçpictorial, graphic, and sculptural work'' to include

tltwo-dimensional and tllree-dimensional works of fine, paphic, and applied art,

photov aphs, prints and art reproductions, m aps, globes, charts, diap am s, models, and

technical drawings, including architecmral plans.'' Several courts have found that

technical drawings and desir s fall within the subject matter of copyright. Taquino v.

Teledyne Monarch Rubber, 893 F.2d 1488, 1490, 1501 (5th Cir. 1990) (affirming opinion

that treats engineering drawings as within the subject matter of copyright); Seiler v.

1986) (noting that bluepdnts, engineedngLucashlm, Ltd., 808 F.2d 1316, 1320 (9th Cir.

drawings, and architectural designs are a11 capable of copyright); Jedson Eng 'g, Inc. v.

Spirit Constr. Senw, Inc, 2010 W L 2541619, at * 1-8 (S.D. Ohio June 18, 2010) (treating

drawings of tissue m anufacturing plant design and construction as copyrightable

material); Guillot-vogt Assocs., Inc. v. Holly (f Smith, 848 F. Supp. 682, 686 (E.D. La.

1994) (noting that both architectural and engineering drawings fall within the subject
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matter of copyright) (quoting Schuchart & Assocs. v. Solo s'czw  Cor#., 540 F. Supp. 928,

943 (W .D. Tex. 1982)). M-l's tool desir s, drawings, and specifications fall within the

subject matter of copyright.

Similarly, Knobloch and W ES do not dispute that the tools themselves do not

qualify for copyright protection. The definition of a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work

under the Copyright Act is subject to a lluseftzl article'' exception'.

(Tlhe desir of a useful article, as defined in this section, shall be
considered a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work only itl and only to the
extent that, such design incorporates pictorial, Faphic, or sculptural
features that can be identified separately from, and are capable of existing
independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the article.

17 U.S.C. j 101. A ûtuseful article'' is ûtan article having an intrinsic utilitarian function

that is not merely to portray the appearance of the article or to convey information.'' 1d.

M -I asserts, and Knobloch and W ES do not dispute, that the tools in question are useful

articles whose aesthetic elements, if any, cannot be identified separately from, and exist

independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the tool.

Given that the parties agree that the drawings of the tools are subject to copyright,

but the tools themselves are not, the question for this Court to decide is whether the claim

in question concerns the drawings or tools. After a review of the Second Amended

Complaint (Doc. No. 355), the live pleading in this case, the Court concludes that M-l's

claims relate to tool drawings and similar infonnation, and thus fall within the scope of

copyright. In the relevant counts, M -1 focuses on the theû of tool drawings and other

information. M -l asserts, for example, that Knobloch, Stelly, and Squyres ttreceived

access to M -l's tool desir  and technology, and drawings and specifications, especially

the SPS and GCS tools which were acquired by M-l in 200659 (Doc. No. 355, !( 47); that
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1çM -l's tool desir s and technology are proprietary information used by M -I in its

business'' (id. !( 49); that irefendants have unlawfully obtained, used, and taken M-l's

Confidential lnformation in violation of apeements and Texas law'' (1*#. !( 69); and that

çtDefendants have taken and/or used, without perm ission, information and other property

from M-1'' (id. ! 84). Taken as a whole, the mavamen of M-l's complaint focuses almost

exclusively on Stelly, Squyres, and Knobloch's alleged theft of tool drawings, designs,

and other confidential information from W ES. The Court finds that the claims fall under

the subject matter of copyright. The tirst prong of the test is met.

Next, the Court must consider whether the claim protects rights equivalent to any

of the exclusive rights of a federal copyright. A state 1aw claim protects rights equivalent

to federal copyright claim where the core of the state 1aw theory of recovery speaks to

wrongful copying. Daboub v. Gibbons, 42 F.3d 285, 289 (5th Cir. 1995). This

examination requires a tteomparison of the nature of the rights protected under federal

copyright 1aw with the nature of the state rights'' asserted by a claimant. Alcatel USA,

Inc. v. DG1 Techs., Inc, 166 F.3d 772, 787 (5th Cir. 1999). lt these two sets of rights are

ûtdetermined to be çequivalent,' then the state 1aw cause of action is preempted.'' Id. A

state-law created right is equivalent to copyright laws étéif the mere act of reproduction,

distribution, or display infringes it.'''Recursion Software Inc. v. Interactive Intelligence,

Inc, 425 F. Supp. 2d 756, 764 (N.D. Tex. 2006).

The Filh Circuit ttevaluatelsq the equivalency of rights under what is commonly

referred to as the textra elem ent' test.'' Alcatel, 166 F.3d at 772. Under this test, if the

acts of Defendants about which M -l complains would violate both the state 1aw cause of

action and copyright law, then the state right is considered equivalent to copyright. Id.
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ltlfl however, one or more qualitatively different elements are required to constitute the

state-created cause of action being asserted, then the right r anted under state 1aw does

not 1ie iwithin the general scope of copyright,' and preemption does not occur.'' Id.

W ES and Knobloch assert that M -l's state tort claims are equivalent to copyright

claims. The claims include common 1aw misappropriation of trade secrets, tortious

interference with M -l's customer contracts, tortious interference with prospective

business relations, tortious interference with M -l's employment contract, breach of

tiduciary duty, violations of the Texas Theû Liability Act, conspiracy, unfair competition

by misappropriation, and conversion.

W ES and Knobloch argue that the ûlcore theory'' of M -l's state 1aw tort claim s is

that Defendants wrongfully copied M -l's tool designs through its drawings, desir s,

Knobloch and W ES assert that M-I hasteclmical manuals, specifications, and plans.

stated throughout this case, including in answers to interrogatories and in hearings before

the Court, that W ES has copied its engineering drawings, specifications, and technical

units. M -l argues that its state tort claim s are not equivalent to copyright law claim s,

because each cause of action ûûrequires at least one additionalelement not found in

copyright law.'' (Doc. No. 195, ! 10.) Specifcally, M-l asserts that its claims of trade

secrets and teclmology misappropriation includes the additional elements of (a) use of M-

l's trade secrets to create competing tools, (b) in direct violation of their contractual

obligations and fiduciary duty to M -I. M-l believes that its allegations that certain

defendants downloaded contidential information and took it to a new company is simply

a prologue to its main allegation of the Defendants' wrongful use of the misappropriated

documents. Knobloch and W ES counter that M -I has drawn a distinction without a
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difference, arguing that to çsmake a tool from a desir  is to reproduce the design,''

because the desir  itself must be copied in order to be used. (Defs. Benton T. Knobloch

& W ellbore Energy Solutions, LLC'S Reply to P1. M -l LLC'S Resp. to Defs.' M ot. for

Partial Summ. J. as a M atter of Law, Doc. No. 21 1, !J 4.)

The Court does not believe that the element of use of the copyrighted drawings to

make tools constitutes qualitatively different behavior from the elements for an action

under copyright law. M -1 cites G.S.Rasmussen tfr Associates lnc. v. Kalitta Flying

Senice in support of its argument. ln that case, the plaintiff had obtained a certificate

from the government to show the ailw orthiness of his aircrah design. He later offered to

license it to defendant so they could use the same design for their own aircrah.

Defendant declined to license the certificate from plaintif: and instead copied plaintiff s

flight manual and used it to obtain its own ailworthiness certificate. Plaintiff then sued

defendant for conversion and unjust enrichment, and defendant argued that copyright 1aw

preem pted these state claim s. The court disagreed, stating'.

Were gplaintifq claiming an exclusive right to copy the manual, the
drawings and plans or the gcertificate) itself, his claim would surely be
preempted by the Copyright Act. (Plaintiffj claims a much different
interest, however: The right to use the (certificate) as a basis for obtaining
an airworthiness certificate for an airplane that is modified in a particular
way. (Plaintiffl thus complains not about the actual copying of the
documentss but of their use as a shortcut in obtaining a valuable
governm ent privilege- the light to m odify an airplane in a particular way
without going to the trouble and expense of proving that the modification
meets FAA standards.

958 F.2d 896, 904 (9th Cir. 1992). The plaintiff in that case was not complaining about

the actual copying of its drawings, but instead an unlikely use of that copied material:

obtaining a valuable govelmment privilege. The Court tinds the case inapposite to the

facts presented here. ln the instant case, downloading the drawings alone does constitute
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the m isappropriation, because M -l owns the exclusive rights to its technical drawings.

The Court believes that this case is much closer to Gemcra? Homes, discussed above,

than Rasmussen. There, the defendants stole architectural plans, which fall within the

subject matter of copyright, and used them to make a building, which the court found to

be uncopyrightable. Despite the fact that the plaintiff also alleged use of the plans, the

court found that plaintiff had framed its state claims so that the mere act of copying the

plans constituted the violation. 688 F. Supp. at 295. The Court believes M -I has done

the sam e thing here. Defendants alleged downloading, copying, or transferring of work

files constitutes unauthorized copying, and thus falls under federal copyright laws. M any

other cases that have found federal copyright preemption did so in the context of use of

the products. In other cases, both the copying and the use of the product were bound up

in the very same act- for example, recording and releasing a non-original song without

authorization. See, e.g., Daboub v. Gibbons, 42 F.3d 285, 287 (5th Cir. 1995). The

Court is not convinced that W ES'S alleged use of M -l's tool drawings supplies a

qualitatively different element under the Fihh Circuit's extra element test.

Based on its review of the case 1aw discussing federal copyright preemption, the

Court concludes that some of M -l's state tort claims are equivalent to federal copyright

legal rights, and are therefore at least partially preem pted. At least som e of the claim s, at

their core, allege that Defendants copied and used tool desir s, technologies, drawings,

and specifications. The Court believes that the tort elements for some of M -l's claims do

not include qualitatively different elem ents than the elem ents for an action under the

Copyright Act. The narrative that M -1 has invariably constructed for this Court recounts

the story of M -l's former employees downloading and taking with them tool drawings,
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which W ES then used to create, manufacture, and sell tools. lndeed, the overarching

theme of the allegations contained in the complaint is one of the theft of M -l's tool

drawings.

In that way, this case is similar to Gemcra.p Homes v. Sumurdy. In that case, the

court analyzed a similar preemption question and determined that copyright 1aw

preempted plaintiff s conversion and tortious interference claims. There, two of the

plaintiff s employees leR their employm ent as sales counselors to start a new company.

They had previously entered into employment agreements with the employer, promising

that they would not take or use plaintiff s documents. Plaintiff sued its former

employees, accusing them of stealing, copying, and plagiarizing building plans, and using

them to build ttçidentically virtual''' floor plans.688 F. Supp. 289, 291 (E.D. Tex. 1988).

The court found that plaintiff s conversion claim was preempted by copyright law,

because as plaintiff had framed its conversion claim, the mere act of copying the

architecmral plans would infringe the state 1aw right. 1d. at 295.As to plaintiff s tortious

interference claim, the court found it preempted to the extent that the claim complained

that plaintiff had lllost benefits flowing from its exclusive rights to the architectural

lans-'' Idp .

The Court finds instructive Gemcra? Homes' facts and reasoning. Given that the

basis of liability for many of M -l's state tort claims is the theh of its trade drawings, and

little else, the Court finds them to be preempted. The Court now turns to M -l's individual

tort claims to determine whether the rights therein are equivalent to, and thus preempted

by, federal copyright law.

a. Com m on law m isappropriation of trade secrets
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Count 3 of the Second Amended Com plaint accuses Knobloch, W ES, Stelly, and

Squyres of common 1aw misappropriation of trade secrets. çl'ro prevail on a

misappropriation claim under Texas law, ça plaintiff must show that (1) a trade secret

existed, (2) the trade secret was acquired through a breach of a confidential relationship

or discovered by improper means, and (3) the defendant used the trade secret without

authorization from the plaintiff.'''CQ, Inc. v. TXU Mining Co., 565 F.3d 268, 273 (5th

Cir. 2009) (quoting Gaia Techs. lnc. v. Recycled Prods. Corp., 1 75 F.3d 365, 376 (5th

Cir. 1999:. By contrast, to establish a claim for copyright infringement, çûûa plaintiff

must prove that: (1) he owns a valid copyright and (2) the defendant copied constituent

elements of the plaintiff s work that are original.''' Amazing Spaces, Inc. v. M etro M ini

Storage, 680 F.3d 225, 251 (5th Cir. 2010) (quoting Positive Black Talk Inc. v. Cash

Money Records Inc., 394 F.3d 357, 367 (5th Cir. 2004)).

Texas's misappropriation claim is typical of trade secrets claims nationwide,

which tçloften are vounded upon a defendant's breach of duty of trust or confdence to

the plaintiff through improper disclosure of confidential material.''' Stromback v. New

Line Cinema, 384 F.3d 283, 303 (6th Cir. 2004) (quoting Computer Assocs. Int 1 v. Altai,

Inc., 982 F.2d 693, 717 (2d Cir. 1992)). M-I has properly pled the breach of a

confidential relationship or improper discovery. (See Doc. No. 355, ! 43 (ç$Ste1ly and

Squyres had a confidential relationship with M-l which gave rise to certain fiduciary

obligations.'l; id. ! 24 (noting that Knobloch maintained a Contidentiality Agreement

with SPS/GCSI.)

The Court concludes that the additional elem ent in trade secret m isappropriation,

which requires either a breach of contidential relationship or discovely by improper



means, liregulates conduct qualitatively different from that regulated by federal copyright

law.'' DSC Commc 'ns Corp. v. Pulse Commc 'ns, Inc., 170 F.3d 1354, 1365 (4th Cir.

1999).

The Court is guided to this conclusion by Fifth Circuit case law, as well as its own

prior decisions. In Computer M anagement Assistance Co. v. Robert F. D ecastro, Inc.,

the plaintiff filed suit against defendants, alleging copyright infringement, trade secret

misappropriation, unfair and deceptive trade practices and breach of contract.

Defendants alleged that the unfair trade practices claim was preempted by federal

defendants' argument, holding that,copyright law. The FiAh Circuit dismissed the

ûtgbjecause a cause of action under the Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act requires

proof of fraud, m isrepresentation or other unethical conduct, we find that the relief it

provides is not tequivalent' to that provided in the Copyright Act and, thus, it is not

preempted.'' 220 F.3d 396, 404-05 (5th Cir. 2000).The element in question here is not

fraud or misrepresentation, but instead the breach of a confidential relationship. The

Court tinds, nonetheless, that breach of a conidential relationship provides the same kind

of additional element as fraud or misrepresentation. Both elements introduce a layer of

unfair competitive conduct that is qualitatively different from the simple unauthorized

copying addressed by federal copyright law. See 1 M ELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID

NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT j 1.01(Bq(11gh) CtActions for disclosure and

exploitation of trade secrets require a status of secrecy, not required for copyright, and

hence, are not preempted.'')

This Court's own precedent also establishes that the breach of a confidential

relationship provides the necessary additional elem ent that m akes a state tort claim



qualitatively different from a federal copyright claim . See, e.g., Baisden v. 1'm Ready

Prod., Inc, 2008 W L 21 18170, at *9 (S.D. Tex. May 16, 2008) CWlthough plaintiff

argues that his unfair competition claim seeks to vindicate gdefendants'q unlawful

attempts to obtain access and derive profits from his current and prospective business

relationships, he has neither alleged in his complaint that(defendants) breached a

confidential relationship or othem ise engaged in fraudulent or unethical conduct, nor

argued that proof of his state 1aw claim for unfair competition requires proof of an

additional element not required to prove his federal copyright c1aim.''),' Keane v. Fox

Television Stations, Inc, 297 F.Supp. 2d 921, 945 (S.D. Tex. 2004) (11The way that

gplaintifq claims to have disseminated his idea defeats his ability to circumvent federal

copyright preemption because he cannot establish that his idea was conveyed in

confidence as part of a commercial relationship . . . .''). Courts nationwide have reached

the same conclusion. See, e.g., Stromback v. New Line Cinema, 384 F.3d 283, 303-04

(6th Cir. 2004) (noting that 1$a considerable number of cases have held that

misappropriation of trade secrets claims are not preempted because they require proof of

a confidential relationship, which provides the extra element required to survive

preemption,'' and holding the same); Dun & Bradstreet Software Servs., Inc. v. Grace

Consulting, Inc., 307 F.3d 197, 218 (3d Cir. 2002) (1t(l)f an employee of (plaintiftl who,

by virtue of a confidential position, had access to the source code, misappropriated it, and

used it to promote his own interests, such breach of confidentiality would be the extra

elem ent to a copyright infringem ent claim . The claim , therefore, would not be preempted

by the act.'') (citations omitted); Bateman v. Mnemonics, Inc, 79 F.3d 1532, 1549 (1 1th

Cir. 1996) (%$As a general matter, state 1aw trade secret statues have been deemed not to



be preempted because the plaintiff m ust prove the existence and breach of a contidential

relationship in order to prevail. . . . W e have no doubt that the Florida trade secret statute

at issue satisfies the textra element' test generally employed by courts in perfonning

copyright preemption analysis.''l; Data Gen. Corp. v. Grumman Systems Support Corp.,

36 F.3d 1 147, 1 165 (1st Cir. 1994) (ltl-frade secrets) claims are not preempted because

participation in the breach of a duty of confidentiality- an element that forms no part of a

copyright infringement claim- represents unfair competitive conduct qualitatively

different from mere unauthorized copying.''), abrogated on other grounds by Reed

Elsevier, Inc. v. Muchnick, --- U.S. ---, 130 S. Ct. 1237 (2010),* Trandes Corp. v. Guy F.

Atldnson, 996 F.2d 655, 660 (4th Cir. 1993) (t:lt is the employment of improper means to

procure the trade secret, rather than the mere copying oruse, which is the basis of

gliability) . . . . Because (plaintiff s) clam for trade secret misappropriation requires proof

of a breach of trust or confidence, gcopyright lawj does not preempt the c1aim.''); Gates

Rubber Co. v. Bando Chem. Indus., Ltd., 9 F.3d 823, 848 (10th Cir. 1993) (tiBecause

gplaintiff sj claim for trade secret misappropriation under the Colorado Uniform Trade

Secrets Act requires proof of a breach of trust or confidence- proof that is not required

under the Copyright Act- lplaintiff s) state 1aw claims are not preempted by federal

law.''); Computer Assocs. 1nt 'l, Inc. v. Altai, Inc., 982 F.2d 693, 717 (2d Cir. 1992) (tThe

defendant's breach of duty is the gravamen of . . . trade secret claims, and supplies the

ttextra elem ent'' that qualitatively distinguishes such trade secret causes of action from

claims for copyright infringement that are based solely upon copying.''l; S.O.S., Inc. v.

Payday, 886 F.2d 108 1, 1090 n.13 (9th Cir. 1989) (çlsince the Califomia gtrade secrets)

statute pleaded in this case does not involve a legal or equitable right equivalent to an
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exclusive right of a copyright owner under the Copyright Act, but only prohibits certain

m eans of obtaining confidential inform ation, its application here would not conflict with

federal copyright 1aw.'') (citations omitted).

W ES and Knobloch's citations to the contrary do not sway this Court's opinion.

First, W ES and Knobloch do not analyze each state tol4 claim element by element, but

instead aver generally that the ûicore theory'' of all of M -l's state tort claim s is that

Defendants committed wrongful copying. Defendants fail to proffer any argument

regarding the confidential relationship element discussed above. Second, Defendants'

citations to case 1aw refer the Court to cases thateither do not actually decide the

question of preemption of a trade secrets claim, see Ultrafo Corp. v. Pelican Tank Parts,

Inc., 2008 W L 5141029, at *5 (S.D. Tex. Dec. 8, 2008) (noting that çûgdlefendants

presumably could have made arguments for complete preemption under the

Copyright Act,'' but concluding thatllgwqhether those arguments would have been

persuasive . . . need . . . not be decided,'' because defendants failed to remove the case

properly to federal court), do not consider trade secrets claims, Daboub v. Gibbons, 42

F.3d 285, 289 (5th Cir. 1995), or, the Court respedfully submits, fail to undertake the

proper inquiry in their equivalency analysis, Butler v. Continental Airlines, 31 S.W .3d

642, 651 (Tex. App. Houston (1st Dist.) 2000, pet. denied); Microsource v. Superior

*2 @  D Tex. Mar. 9, 1998).5Signs, Inc., 1998 W L 1 19537, at . .

5 Both Butler and M icrosource focus on the conduct alleged to support a misappropriation of trade secrets

claim, rather than the elements required to prove the claim. However, ûtgtlo detennine whether a particular
cause of action involves rights equivalent to those set forth in (Sectionj 106, the elements of the causes of
action should be compared, not the facts pled to prove them.'' Trandes Corp. v. Guy F. Atkinson Co., 996
F.2d 655, 659 (4th Cir. 1996). Where the tûstate 1aw claim itself furnishes the extra element needed to
avoid equivalency, a court should compare the elements of the state claim and copyright claim. Stromback
v. New Line Cinema, 384 F.3d 283, 304 (6th Cir. 2004). tGWhether the plaintiff has actually alleged the
proper elements of the claim goes to the question of whether the claim could survive a Rule 12(b)(6)
motion to dismiss, not whether the claim is preempted.'' 1d. (citations omitted). Nonetheless, in some



Therefore, the Court sees no need to disturb the balance of case law, which holds

that the breach of a confidential relationship establishes an element that is qualitatively

different from a copyright infringement claim . M -l's misappropriation of trade secrets

claim survives preemption.

b. Tortious interference with M -l's custom er contracts

Count Four of the Second Amended Complaint alleges tortious interference with

M -l's custom er contracts. lsTexas 1aw protects existing contracts from  interference by

third parties.'' Specialtl-es ofMex. Inc.v. Mastelfoods USA, 20 l 0 WL 248803 1 , at *9

(S.D. Tex. June 14, 2010). A plaintiff must establish the following elements to succeed

on a tortious interference with contract claim: (1) the existence of a contract subject to

interference, (2) willful and intentional interference, (3) that proximately causes damage,

and (4) actual damage or loss. 1d. (citing All Am. Tel., Inc. v. USLD Commc 'ns, Inc., 291

S.W .3d 518, 531 (Tex. App.- Forth Worth 2009, pet. deniedl). As stated above,

copyright infringement requires copyright ownership and copying. The two claim s

appear to target very different conduct. Nevertheless, many courts tind tortious

interference claims to be preempted where the defendant has allegedly destroyed the

exclusive right of a plaintiff to exercise and enjoy the benefits of a copyrighted work. ln

a widely cited case, the Second Circuit held that a plaintiffs claim for tortious

interference was preempted where it was based on the unauthorized publication of a work

that was protected by the Copyright Act. lt noted:

cases, a court may be required to review the facts pled by a plaintiff ûtin order to determine whether the acts
giving rise to the state 1aw claim are merely acts of copyright infringement.'' 1d. (citations omitted). A
conversion claim, for example, will sunive where the plaintiff pleads conversion of tangible physical
property. See Carson v. Dynegy 344 F.3d 446, 456-57 (5th Cir. 2003). Where plaintiff has pled only the
unlawful retention of its intellectual property rights, however, a conversion claim will be preempted by
federal copyright law. 1d. In its analysis, the Court has focused its inquiry on whether the elements of a
state cause of action incom orate requirements beyond those necessary to prove copyright infringement,
unless case law for a specitic tort claim directs the Court to do otherwise.



ln both cases, it is the act of unauthorized publication which causes the
violation. The enjoyment of benefits from derivative use is so intimately
bound up with the right itself that it could not possibly be deemed a
separate element. See 1 Nimmer on Copyright j 1.01 (B), at n. 46 (1 983).
As the trial court noted, the fact that cross-appellants pleaded additional
elements of awareness and intentional interference, not part of a copyright
infringement claim, goes merely to the scope of the right; it does not
establish qualitatively different conduct on the part of the infringing party,
nor a fundamental nonequivalence between the state and federal rights
implicated.

Harper & Aow Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 723 F.2d 195, 201 (1983) rev 'd on

other grounds, 471 U.S. 539 (1985). Since that decision, many courts considering the

snme question have held that a tortious interference claim does not require an extra

element that establishes qualitatively different conduct than that of copyright

infringement. lnstead, the additional intent elements required in tortious interference

claims go limerely to the scope of the right,'' and do not tûehange the nature of the

action.'' Warren Sign Co. v. Piros Signs, Inc, 2010 WL 2802023, at *3 (E.D. Mo. July

l 5, 2010),. see also Data Gen. Corp. v. Grumman s'yw. Support Corp., 36 F.3d 1 147,

1 l 64-65 (1st Cir. 1994), abrogated on other grounds by Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Muchnick,

--- U.S. ---, 130 S. Ct. 1237 (2010)., Progressive Corp. v. Integon P&C Corp., 1991 W L

218010, at *6 (4th Cir. Oct. 29, 1991); Tegg Corp. v. BecHtrom Elec. Co., 650 F. Supp.

2d 413, 431 (W .D. Pa. 2008); Huclçshold v. HSSL, LLC, 344 F. Supp. 2d 203, 1208 (E.D.

Mo. 2004) (noting that awareness or intent do not constitute extra elements that make a

state 1aw claim qualitatively different form a copyright infringement claim, but instead

limit the scope of the copyright infdngement claim without altering its fundamental

nature); Gemcra.ft Homes, Inc. v. Sumurdy, 688 F. Supp. 289, 295 (E.D. Tex. 1988)

(preempting plaintiff s tortious interference claim and noting that ûtgtlhe fact that

intentional interference with contract requires elements of knowledge of the existing



contract and intentional intedkrence with the contract, in addition to copying the plans

merely means that the tortious interference claim is narrower than a copylight

infringement claim'') (citations omitted).

Based on this case law, the Court holds that, to the extent M -l's tortious

interference claims are based on M-l losing benetits flowing from its exclusive right to

tool drawings, desir s, and other copyrightable material, its claims are preempted. To

the extent the tortious interference claims relate to other than the benefits lost from

exclusive enjoyment of tool drawings and other copyrightable material, however, they are

6not preempted.

The Court does not believe that the presence of a contidential relationship is

material to M -l's tortious interference claims. A breach of duty or trust does not

constimte a necessary element for tortious interference, and courts have found such

claims to be preempted in the context of theA of trade secrets. Huckahold v. HSSL, LLC,

344 F. Supp. 2d 1203, 1208-10 (E.D. Mo. 2004) (preempting tortious interference claim

but not misappropriation of trade secrets claim). The Court follows suit, and finds M-l's

claims to be preempted as to copyrightable trade secrets.

c. Tortious interference w ith prospective business
relations

Count Five alleges that Defendants tortiously interfered with M-l's prospective

business relations. In addition to protecting existing contracts from interference, Gl-rexas

1aw also protects contracts that are not yet formed, but have a reasonable probability of

6 The Court is unclear on the basis for M -l's tortious interference claims. If they relate to any matters other
than M -l's right to the tool drawings and other copyrightable material, they are not preempted. For
example, Count Five alleges that Defendants used both the knowledge and position of M -l's former
employees, as well as the trade secret information, to encourage clients to divert their business to W ES.
M atters falling within the çlknowledge and position'' of former M -l employees, for example, contacting
former customers to solicit their business, would not fall within copyright law preemption. Neither would
the theft and use of confidential infonnation that is not subject to copyright.
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being formed, from wrongful interference.'' ln order to establish tortious interference

with prospective business relations, a plaintiff must prove: (1) a reasonable probability

that the plaintiff would have entered into a business relationship; (2) an independently

tortious or unlawful act by the defendant that prevented the relationship from occurring;

(3) the defendant did such act with a conscious desire to prevent the relationship from

occuning or the defendant knew the interference was certain or substantially certain to

occur as a result of the conduct; and (4) the plaintiff suffered actual hanu or damages as a

result of the defendant's interference. Specialties ofMex. Inc. v. Masteéoods USA, 2010

WL 2488031, at * 10 (S.D. Tex. June 14, 2010) (citing Smith v. Royal Seating, Ltd., 2009

W L 3682644, *3 (Tex. App.- Austin Nov. 6, 2009)). The Court sees no reason to

deviate from its analysis regarding M -l's tortious interference with contracts claim. The

independent unlawful act, from the Court's reading of the complaint, is the unlawful

copying of M -l's original tool drawings and designs. Count Five is preempted to the

extent it is based on M -l losing prospective business that would otherwise flow from its

exclusive use of tool drawings, designs, and other copyrightable material. To the extent

the claim relates to other than the prospedive business lost from exclusive enjoyment of

tool drawings and other copyrightable material, however, it is not preempted.

d. Tortious interference with M -l's em ploym ent
contracts

Count Six accuses Knobloch, W ES, and Squyres of tortiously interfering with M -

employment contracts. The elements of tortious interference with contract are

outlined supra PM  I1I(B)(1)(b). The Court holds that Count Six is preempted to the

extent it alleges that Defendants induced one another, and Stelly, to steal, copy,

download, or otherwise reproduce M -l's tool drawings, designs, and other copyrightable
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material. The Court tinds that this claim fails the extra element test and thus is

preempted. A1l other allegations under this cause of action sunive.

e. Breach of fiduciary duty

Count Seven asserts breach of tiduciary duty claims against Stelly, Squyres, and

Knobloch. The Fihh Circuit is clear that such a claim suwives copyright preemption.

See Daboub v. Gibbons, 42 F.3d 285, 290-91 (5th Cir. 1995) (finding copyright

preemption where plaintiff iûfailed to allege or produce evidence of lany element, such as

an invasion of personal rights or a breach of fiduciary duty, which render (their claims)

different in kind from copyright infringement.''') (quoting #.f. ILS. Films v. Laconis, 588

F. Supp. 1383 (E.D. Mich. 1984)); see also Randolph v. Dimension Films, 630 F. Supp.

2d 741, 750 (S.D. Tex. 2009) Clllowever, if the plaintiff has alleged facts corresponding

to an textra element,' such as a breach of fiduciary duty that would render his claims

tdifferent in kind from a copyright infringem ent claim ,' then his state law claim s are not

preempted.'') (quoting Sejton v. Jew, 201 F. Supp. 2d 730, 745 (W .D. Tex. 2001)). M-l's

breach of fiduciary duty claim survives.

f. Texas Theft Liability Act

Count Eight alleges violations under the Texas Theft Liability Act, TEX. CIV.

Pn c. & REM. CODE ANN. jj 134.001-134.005 (Vernon 2005).Under the Texas Theh

Liability Act, tlga) person who commits theh is liable for the damages resulting from the

theh.'' 1d. j 134.003. Thefk in turn, is detined as çûunlawfully appropriating property or

unlawfully obtaining services as described by'' certain sections of the Texas Penal Code.

f#. j 134.00242). M-l asserts theft under Section 3 1.05 of the Penal Code, which states

that a iûperson commits an offense if, without the owner's effective consent, he
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knowingly: (1) steals a trade secret; (2) makes a copy of an article representing a trade

secret; or (3) communicates or transmits a trade secret.'' TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. j 31.05

(Vernon 2003). The only potential extra element in theA liability is the téknowingly''

requirement; however, as discussed supra Part lIl(B)(1)(b), elements of knowledge do

not establish an element that is qualitatively different from a copyright infringement

claim. Therefore, the Court finds that Count Eight is preempted as to the theh of trade

secrets that fall within the subject matter of copyright. lt is not preempted as to materials

not falling within the subject matter of copyright.

g. Conspiracy

Count Nine alleges civil conspiracy against a11 Defendants. The elements of civil

conspiraey in Texas are: (1) a combination of two or more persons; (2) an object to be

accomplished (an unlawful pumose or a lawful pumose by unlawful means); (3) a

meeting of the minds on the object or course of action; (4) one or more unlawful, overt

acts; and (5) damages as the proximate result. Finserv Cas. Corp. v. Settlement Funding,

LLC, 2010 W L 2757536, at *10 (S.D. Tex. July 13, 2010) (citing Ins. Co. ofN Am. v.

Morris, 981 S.W .2d 667, 675 (Tex. 1998)).Much like the tortious interference claims,

the conspiracy claim requires an element of knowledge and planning, but fails to add any

qualitatively different conduct to the claim. Warren Sign Co., Inc. v. Piros Signs, Inc,

2010 W L 2802023, at *4 (E.D. Mo. July 15, 2010) CllBecause copyright 1aw already

recognizes the concepts of contributory infringement and vicarious copyright

infringement concepts, which extend joint and several liability to those who pm icipate in

the copydght infringem ent, a civil conspiracy claim does not add substantively to the

underlying federal copyright claim and should therefore be preempted.''') (quoting Irwin
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v. ZDF Enterprises Gmblli 2006 WL 374960, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 16, 2006:. This

Court, like others, concludes that the intent element of the conspiracy claim does not

constitute qualitatively different conduct where the

intent to form an aveement to copy and use M -l'scopyrightable trade secrets and

elem ent of intent only goes to an

confdential information. See Tegg Corp. v. Bechtrom Elec. Co., 650 F. Supp. 2d 413,

427 (W .D. Pa. 2008). To the extent the alleged conspiracy speaks to an agreement other

' ble material however, it is not preempted.?than to steal M-1 s copyrighta 
,

h. Unfair com petition by m isappropriation

Count Ten brings an unfair competition by misappropriation claim against a11

Defendants. The elements of unfair competition by misappropriation are: (1) the creation

by plaintiff of a product through extensive time, labor, skill, and money; (2) the use of

that product by defendant in competition with plaintiff, thereby giving the defendant a

special competitive advantage because he was burdened with little or none of the expense

incurred by plaintiff in the creation of the product; and (3) commercial damage to

plaintiff. Cable Elecs., Inc. v. N Am. Cable Equljz, Inc., 2010 W L 1541504, at * 3 (N.D.

Tex. 201 0) (citing Alcatel USA, Inc. v. DG1 Techs., 166 F.3d 772, 788 (5th Cir. 1999)).

Ailn contrast to federal copyright law, which focuses on the value of creativity, state

misappropriation law is specifically designed to protect the labor- the so-called çsweat

equity' that goes into creating a work.'' Alcatel USA, 166 F.3d 772, 788 (5th Cir.

1999). Nevertheless, the Fihh Circuit has found that the rights protected under the laws

can be equivalent. 1d. ln Alcatel, the basis of plaintiff s unfair competition by

1 A in it is unclear from M -l's conspiracy claim , as pled, what the object of the conspiracy is. So, forga ,
example, this Cotmt is not preempted to the extent it claims that Defendants conspired to steal non-
copyrightable information, to solicit M -l's customers, or to commit other acts relating to materials other
than M -l's copyrightable information.
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misappropdation claim was that defendant reproduced its firmware and other materials,

used these m aterials to prepare derivative works, and distributed these works in

competition with plaintiff. Defendant argued that plaintiffs unfair competition claim

was preempted by copyright law. The Fihh Circuit agreed. 166 F.3d at 789. lt found

that the plaintiff had tlfailed to demonstrate the presence of any element that renders

different in kind its rights under state and federal law.'' Id. Specifically, the Alcatel court

found that neither the element requiring the investment of tlextensive time, labor, skill,

and money'' nor the requirement that defendant use the product in competition with

plaintiff established the necessary qualitatively different element. f#. This Court comes

to the same conclusion, and tinds M -l's unfair competition by misappropriation claim to

be preempted by federal copyright 1aw to the extent the claim is based on M -l's tool

designs. From the Court's reading of M -l's complaint, Defendants' use of M -l's tool

desir s appears to form the bulk of this Count. Nevertheless, the claim survives to the

extent M -I alleges that Defendants have engaged in unfair competition by

misappropriation of non-copyrightable material.

i. Conver:ion

M -l's last tort claim alleges that Defendants have committed conversion. The

elements of conversion under Texas law are as follows: (1) the plaintiff owned, had legal

possession of, or was entitled to possession of the property; (2) the defendant assumed

and exercised dominion and control over the property in an unlawful and unauthorized

manner, to the exclusion of and inconsistent with the plaintiff s rights; and (3) the

defendant refused the plaintiff s demand for the return of the property. City Bank v.

Compass Bank, --- F. Supp. 2d ---, 2010 W L 195808, at *10 (W .D. Tex. May 12, 2010)
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(citing Huffmeyer v. Mann, 49 S.W .3d 554, 558 (Tex. App.- corpus Christi 2001, no

pet.). ln Carson v. Dynegy the Fifth Circuit explained that the elements of conversion of

physical property are qualitatively different than those of copyright infringement where

the allegations concern tangible property.Accordingly, it found that a state conversion

claim, based on the conversion of a tangible worksheet, survived preemption. The Fifth

Circuit cited with approval sources which noted that preemption does occur where the

plaintiff alleges only the tûçunlawful retention of its intellectual property rights and not the

unlawful retention of the tangible object embodying its work.''' 344 F.3d 446, 456-57

(5th Cir. 2003) (quoting Pritikin v. Liberation Publ 'ns, Inc., 83 F. Supp. 2d 920, 923 n.1

(N.D. Ill 1999)). Here, the property allegedly converted by Defendants was intangible.

M -I makes no allegation that Defendants converted tangible documents. The conversion

claim is therefore preempted to the extent it covers tool drawings, desir s, and other

matter subject to copyright protection.

material.

not preempted as to non-copyrightable

2. Covenant not to com pete enforceability

As its second basis for partial summary judgment, W ES and Knobloch argue that

the covenant not to compete in Knobloch's Confidentiality Agreement and Employment

Agreement are unenforceable under Texas law. W ES and Knobloch assert that the

covenant not to compete in Knobloch's confidentiality agreement is invalid due to a lack

of lim itation on geopaphic area or scope of activity lim itation. N ext, they aver that a

separate covenant, contained in Knobloch's employment agreement, is unenforceable

because it operates as an industrpwide exclusion, is overbroad as to customer contact,

and contains no reasonable geographic limitation. Finally, W ES and Knobloch argue that
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the covenant not to compete in the employment agreement is unenforceable on its own

term s. M -l disputes each of these argum ents.

The Texas Business and Commerce Code govems the enforceability of

covenants nOt to compete. lt provides:

(A) covenant not to compete is enforceable if it is ancillary to or part of an
othem ise enforceable agreement at the time the agreement is made to the
extent that it contains limitations as to time, geographical area, and scope
of activity to be restrained that are reasonable and do not impose a greater
restraint than is necessary to protect the goodwill or other business interest
of the prom isee.

TEX. BUS. & COM. CODE j 15.50(a) (Vernon 2005). The 1aw relating to covenants not to

compete adopted the Texas common law in many respects.John R. Ray tt Sons, Inc. v.

Stroman, 923 S.W .2d 80, 84 (Tex. App.- Houston (14th Dist.j 1996, writ denied). This

Court m ay therefore look to cases prior to the statute's enactm ent for guidance. f#. at 84-

85. W hether a covenant not to compete is an unreasonable restraint of trade is a question

of law for this Court. Gallagher Healthcare Ins. x%rv.ç. v. Vogelsang, --- S.W .3d ---,

2009 WL 2633304, at *4 (Tex. App.- l-louston (1st Dist.j Aug 21, 2009).

Courts generally disfavor covenants not to compete tsbecause of the public policy

against restraints of trade and the hardships resulting from interference with a person's

means of livelihood.'' Zep Mfg. Co.v. Harthcock, 824 S.W .2d 654, 658 (Tex. App.-

Dallas 1992, no writ) (citing Martin v. f inen s'y-ç. for Hosps., Inc., 671 S.W .2d 706, 706

(Tex. App.- llouston (1st Dist.) 1984, no writll. CûA covenant not to compete is a

restraint of trade and unenforceable as a matter of public policy unless it meets a

reasonableness standard.'' Stroman, 923 S.W .2d at 85 (citations omitted). Covenants not

to compete are unreasonable if they are ltbroader than necessary to proteet the legitim ate

interests of the employer.'' Stroman, 923 S.W .2d at 85; see also Desantis v. Wackenhut
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Corp., 793 S.W .2d 670, 681-82 (Tex. 1990); Henshaw v. Kroenecke, 656 S.W .2d 416,

418 (Tex. 1983).

Knobloch appears to have signed two covenants not to compete during his tenure

with M -I. The first is contained in his Confidentiality Apeement, and the second in his

Enaploynnent ytgreenaent. W ES and Knobloch ask this Court to tind the Confidentiality

Agreement's covenant to be unenforceable. 'I'he Court sees no need to take this action,

however, because M-l has not sued Knobloch for violation of this covenant. Instead, M -I

pleads:

Knobloch has breached and continues to breach these contracts. Knobloch
breached and continues to breach the contracts by using and disclosing
SPS/GCS'S Confidential lnformation. Further, Knobloch has breached the
Employment Agreement by fonning and operating W ES, competing and
soliciting SPS/GCS employees and customers within six months of his
term ination at M -1.

(Doc. No. 355, !( 88.) Upon its reading of M-l's pleading, the Court believes that M-I

alleges only that Knobloch has breached the covenant not to compete located in the

Employment Agreement. In its briefing, M -l affirms this, arguing that they have not

plead a non-compete claim under the Confidentiality Agreement. (Doc. No. 195, at 29.)

The Court accepts and binds M -I to this representation; it is therefore unnecessary to

consider the enforceability of the Confidentiality Agreement's covenant not to compete.

The Court now turns to the covenant not to compete located in the Emplom ent

Agreement. M-l's pleading, reproduced above, clearly brings a cause of action for that

covenant. The Em ploym ent Agreement provides:

Noncompete'. W orking for Competitor: ln consideration of Employee's
em ploym ent by Em ployer, the specialized training and access to
contidential information promised by and given to Employee by Employer
and other good and valuable consideration provided to Employee by
Employer, Employee will not, at any tim e during the term  of this
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Ameement or at any time for six (6) months subsequent to the tennination
of Employee's employment for any reason (except as provided in Section
5 upon termination without cause), directly or indirectly, individually or as
an agent, employee, owner, manager, consultant or representative of any
entity, in any geographic area where Employer does business or is
authorized to do business:

a. solicit, influence or attempt to influence any Customer,
Potential Customer, or supplier of Employer to stop doing
business with Employer or to do business with any of
Employer's competitors in the area of the Restricted
Business. For purposes of this Section 8(a), ttcustomer''
means any natural person or any entity that conducts business
with Employer or has an account with Employer, and any
parent, affiliates or subsidiaries of such persons or entities.
Also, for pumoses of this Section 8(a), tlpotential Customer''
means any natural person or any entity that might reasonably
be expected to conduct business with Employer because
Employer has, within the immediately prior six (6) month
period, offered or presented its senices to such persons or
entities',

b. interfere with the relationship between Employer and any of
Employer's affiliates, Custom ers, Potential Custom ers or
suppliers;

engage in the Restricted Business with any of Employer's
competitors. For pum oses of this Agreement, çtRestricted
Business'' shall mean any business or transaction involving
oilfield displacement tools or senices or any other businesses
then conducted by Employer.

(Doc. No. 181, Ex. 2, at 6.) W ES and Knobloch do not dispute that the covenant meets

the first requirement under Texas law- that is, that the covenant was ancillary to or part

of an otherwise enforceable agreement at the time it was made.Thus, the Court turns to

the second requirement for covenants not to compete, and examines whether the covenant

is reasonable and does not impose a greater restraint than is necessary to protect M -l's

business interest.
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Knobloch and WES advance tlzree objections to Knobloch's covenant not to

compete. First, they argue that the covenant imposes upon Knobloch an impennissible

industrpwide work exclusion. The covenant not to compete prevents Knobloch from

engaging in the ttRestricted Business'' with any of the em ployer's com petitors.

ttRestricted Business'' is defined as tlany business or transaction involving oilfield

displacement tools or services or any other businesses then conducted by'' the employer.

(Doc. No. 181, Ex. 2, at 6.) Defendants argue that, according to Texas law, a covenant

not to compete containing an industrp wide exclusion from subsequent employment is

unenforceable. (Doc. No. 181, ! 29.)

Second, Knobloch and W ES argue that the covenant's restriction on soliciting

tlpotential customers'' is overly broad and unduly restrictive. They urge this Court that,

because the elause is not limited to clients with whom Knobloch actually interacted, the

covenant nOt to compete is unenforceable. (Id. !( 33.) The covenant not to compete

prevents Knobloch from soliciting customers and ûipotential customers,'' who are defined

as natural persons or entities ûtthat might reasonably be expected to conduct business with

Employer because Employer has, within the immediately prior six (6) month period,

offered or presented its services to such persons or entities.'' (Doc. No. 181, Ex. 2, at 6.)

Third, Knobloch and W ES argue that the covenant is unenforceable because it

contains no reasonable geographic limitation. The limitation in the covenant forbids

Knobloch from competing in ûlany geographic area where Employer does business or is

authorized to do business,'' which Defendants argue covers a broad area encompassing at

least 300 locations in 75 countries. Given such an indefinite description of geographic

restriction, Knobloch and W ES urge this court to rule the covenant to be unenforceable.
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M -I disputes each of these points. lt asserts first that the relevant employer, as

defined in the covenant, is SPS/GCS, not M -I. Next, M -1 argues that the geographic and

scope of activity limitations are reasonable given Knobloch's position as a high level

employee. M -l urges the Court to take a holistic approach in assessing the

reasonableness of the covenant not to compete by considering the combination of the

tim e, geographic, and scope of activity lim itations together, rather than apart. M -l insists

that the covenant not to compete's geographical and scope of activity limitations should

be viewed in light of the short six month duration of the entire covenant.

The Court considers M -l's first countemoint- that the relevant employer is

SPS/GCS, and not M -l- before moving to the merits of the covenant's enforceability.

Defining the relevant employer is an important step, of course, because that definitively

sets the geographic and scope of activity limitations.

The Emplom ent Ap eement, which contains the covenant not to compete at

issue, defines çtGlobal Completion Services, lnc.'' as the employer. (Doc. No. 181, Ex. 2,

at 1.) M-1 explains that Global Completion Services changed its name to SPS when it

was acquired by M-1. (Doc. No. 195, ! 32.) M-1 argues that the covenant not to compete

relates to SPS/GCS business needs, rather than M -l's business needs. The Court agrees.

$W n assignee stands in the same position as the assignor, and may assert only those rights

that the assignor had. Adams v. Petrade Int 'l, Inc, 754 S.W .2d 696, 720 (Tex. App.-

Houston (1st Dist.) 1988, writ denied). Texas courts have held that, when a business is

sold and the covenant not to compete is assigned to the purchaser, the reasonable

geographic restriction must be ûtno larger than to protect the business sold.'' Williams v.

Powell Elec. Mfg. Co., 508 S.W.2d 665, 668 (Tex. Civ. App.- Houston (14th Dist.j
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1974, no writ) (citing Barrett v. Curtis, 407 S.W .2d 359 (Tex. Civ. App.- Dallas 1966,

no writll. Settled law confirms that contractual rights may not expand following an

assignment. Knobloch's covenant not to compete is therefore intemreted by SPS/GCS

business needs.

W ES and Knobloch respond that, although M -1 argues that the relevant employer

is SPS/GCS, M -I is nevertheless seeking dnmages based on M -l's own lost profits,

customers, and loss of future business opportunities. (Doc. No. 2 1 1, ! 13.) M-l's

pleading does state dam ages in tenus of M-l's lost money, employees, and opportunity.

M -1 is not, however, the proper benchmark for determining loss under the covenant not to

compete. lf M -1 prevails on this claim, it must submit evidence showing the loss to

SPS/GCS as a result of Knobloch's alleged breach. The Court will award damages only

on this basis. To do otherwise, by granting M -I damages based on its total losses, would

reward M -I with damages beyond what it is entitled to receive in the covenant, and would

impermissibly expand its rights.

The Court now turns to the tllree objections to the covenant advanced by W ES

and Knobloch. They argue that the covenant not to compete operates as an :iindustrp

wide exclusion,'' which they assert is impermissible under Texas case law. M -1 argues

that the covenant is not an industrpwide ban, but instead, applies only to well completion

services. Thus, M -1 insists, Knobloch ttcould have chosen to work in any of the multimde

of other service sectors in the oil and gas industly''(Doc. No. 195, !r 50.) W ES and

Knobloch appear to concede as much in their reply, but argue that, nevertheless, ltltjo an

individual . . . a global industrpwide prohibition for half a year, banning his ability to

work in the oiltield displacement tools or services industry for six months, is not



reasonable'' because it imposes an undue hardship on an individual's livelihood. (Doc.

No 21 1, !( 15.)

ln support of their position, W ES and Knobloch cite John R. Ray & Sons, Inc. v.

Stroman. In that case, an employee was hired as an insurance agent by a family-owned

insurance agency. Pursuant to his employment contract, the employee could not ç'engage

in or have an interest in any business that sold insurance policies or engaged in the

insurance agency business within gthe county) and al1 adjacent counties'' for a period of

five years from the date of the contract. 923 S.W .2d 80, 83 (Tex. App.- llouston (141

Dist.) 1996, writ denied). lt also provided that the employee would never solicit or

accept business from any of the employer's accounts, either alone or as an employee for

another company. Before the tive-year term had ended, the employee leh his

emplom ent and began working with another insurance agency in the sanae county.

W hen the former employer challenged his actions, the employee filed suit, arguing that

the covenant not to compete was unenforceable. The court agreed, holding that the

employee's contract had created tlan unenforceable industry-wide exclusion'' by

preventing him from working in the local insurance business. The Stroman court further

found the contract unenforceable because the prohibition on customer solicitation was

unlimited as to time, extended to customers with whom the employee had no association,

and because the employer had not shown that the limitations were necessary to protect its

goodwill or business interests. f#. at 85.

The combination of factors presented in Stroman convinces the Court that the

case is readily distinguishable. First, as the Stroman court noted, the covenant not to

compete in that case restricted the employee's ability to work in the insurance business
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altogether. By contrast, as W ES and Knobloch concede, Knobloch's covenant not to

compete does not bar him from working in the oil and gas industry altogether. As M -I

notes, Knobloch could work in other senrice sectors within that industzy particularly

given his engineering background.

Knobloch's situation strikes the Court as more similar to the employee in Curtis v.

Zt Energy Grp. ln that case, the employee worked for employer as the Vice President of

Pipelines and Energy M arketing. The relevant covenant not to compete in that case

prohibited the employee from engaging in competitive business in Canada or the United

States. ln the ensuing litigation over the covenant's enforceability, the employee claimed

that he was restricted from working for any oil and gas company in North America. The

employer disaveed, and submitted evidence to show the court that it limited its

competitors to twenty companies, which were comprised of oil and gas consulting tirms.

12 S.W .3d 1 14, 1 19 (Tex. App.- Houston (14th Dist.j 1999, no pet.). The Court sided

with the employer, holding that, based on the employee's tjob description and

responsibilities, it was reasonable to restlict (him) from working in other oi1 and gas

consulting tirms in North America for a six month period.''Id. (citing Weed Eater, Inc.

v. Dowling, 562 S.W .2d 898, 902 (Tex. Civ. App.- ldouston (1st Dist.j 1978, writ refd

n .f .e.) .

According to Knobloch's covenant not to compete, he is prohibited from

competing in the ûlRestricted Businessy'' which is detined as ûtany business or transaction

involving oilfield displacement tools or services or any other businesses then conducted

by Employer.'' (Doc. No. 18 1, Ex. 2, at 6.) Though M-l, unlike the employer in Curtis,

did not provide evidence of SPS/GCS'S competitors in support of its argument that the



covenant is not an industrpwide exelusion, the Court is satisfied that the plain language

of the agreement does not create an industry-wide exclusion that encompasses al1 oil and

gas, but instead restricts Knobloch from working for a competitor within the oi1

displacement tools or services industry. M -I asserts that SPS/GCS provided çlniche''

senices to the oi1 and gas industry, and W ES and Knobloch do not refute that

characterization. Furthermore, although the definition of itRestricted Business'' contains

a catchall phrase that encompasses çtany other business then conducted'' by SPS/GCS, no

allegation has been made that SPS/GCS operated businesses outside of well completion

senices. The Court finds that Knobloch's covenant not to compete does not impose an

impermissible industrpwide exclusion, but instead, restricts his competition to a

reasonably narrow business area that correlates to his work with SPS/GCS.

The Court now turns to Knobloch's and W ES'S argument that the covenant is

unenforceable because itcontains no reasonable geopaphic limitation. Texas courts

generally require some geographic limitation in a valid covenant not to compete. See,

e.g., Goodin v. Joll?  257 S.W .3d 341, 352 (Tex. App.- Forth Worth 2008, no pet.)

(citing casesl; Zep Mfg. Co. v. Harthcock, 824 S.W .2d 654, 660-61 (Tex. App.- Dallas

1992, no pet.) CtA reasonable geographic scope is generally considered to be the territory

in which the employee worked for the employer.'' Transpetfect Translations, Inc.

Leslie, 594 F. Supp. 2(1 742, 754 (S.D. Tex. 2009) (citing Harthcock, 824 S.W .2d at 660).

W ES and Knobloch rely on Goodin v. Jolfffoï their argument that the covenant

should fail because it fails to set forth a reasonable geographic limitation. Goodin is

inapposite. The covenant in that case failed to include ûûany limitation as to geopaphic

scope whatsoever.'' 257 S.W .3d at 352. By contrast, Knobloch's covenant not to



compete prevents him from com peting Ktin any geographic area'' where SPS/GCS does

business or is authorized to do business. (Doc. No. 18 1, Ex. 2, at 6.) Thoug,h SPS/GCS'S

authorized or actual business areas are not further detined in the covenant, M -1 has

submitted evidence showing that SPS/GCS did business in North American, South

American, and the Caribbean. As M anager of Sales for the Americas, Knobloch worked

throughout this tenitory. He testitied that his territory covered North America, the

Caribbean, and parts of South America. (Knobloch Dep. 95:17-96:12.)

ltlNqon-compete covenants with restrictions covering a wide geovaphic area may

be reasonable if they are limited in scope to a tirm's current or prospective clients such

that they do not pose a greater restraint than necessary to protect the tirm's goodwill.''

Transpelfect Translations, Inc. v. Leslie, 594 F. Supp. 2d 742, 754 (S.D. Tex. 2009)

(citing cases). Covenants with wide geopaphic areas have been upheld frequently in

Texas courts, especially when the area covered constitutes the employee's actual sales or

work tenitory. See, e.g., Vais Arms, Inc. v. Vais, 383 F.3d 287, 295 (5th Cir. 2004). The

Court acknowledges that a geographic area covering the W estem hemisphere is broad,

reaching to the outer limits of a restriction. However, the Court is satisfied that, given

Knobloch's extensive job responsibilities, his position in upper management at SPS/GCS,

and the fact that his actual territory did span the Amedcas, the geographic restriction

contained in the covenant was reasonable to protect SPS/GCS'S business interests. See

Curtis v. ZLffEnergy Gr.p., 12 S.W .3d l 14, 1 19 (Tex. App.- llouston ( 14th Dist.) 1999,

no pet.).
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Knobloch and W ES'S third and last objection to the covenant not to compete

concerns the lim its on Knobloch interacting with all customers and potential custom ers.

They argue that such a restriction is overbroad and unreasonable.

The covenant provides that Knobloch may not solicit any customers or potential

customers for a period of six months.A customer is detined as an entity that conducts

business or has an account with SPS/GCS. A ûtpotential customer'' is defined as someone

who t4might reasonably be expected to conduct business'' with SPS/GCS because

SPS/GCS has, ttwithin the immediately prior six (6) month period, offered or presented

its services to such persons or entities.'' (Doc. No. 18 1, Ex. 2, at 6.) WES and Knobloch

cite Goodin v. Jol;ff for the proposition that restricting Knobloch from contacting all

customers, including those with whom he had no contact, is unzeasonable. W ES and

Knobloch also object to the covenant's requirement that Knobloch not iûdirectly or

indirectly'' compete with SPS/GCS. (Doc. No. 18 1, Ex. 2, at 6) (emphasis added). They

argue that this language, similar to that found in Goodin, is also overbroad.

The Court addresses the second argum ent first.The pertinent pm  of the covenant

in Goodin provided that the employees could not start a competing business, directly or

indirectly, without çsany limitation as to geomaphic scope whatsoeven'' 257 S.W .3d 341,

352 (Tex. App.- Forth Worth 2008, no pet.).ln other words, it was the combination of

factors, which prevented the employees in Goodin for a period of five years from

competing indirectly with their former employer without any geographic limitations,

played a significant role in that court's decision. The Court is not convinced that, if the

ttdirectly or indirectly'' language had been combined with a reasonable geographic and

time-period restriction, the court would have nevertheless struck down the covenant.
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The Court finds more troubling Knobloch and W ES'S central argument in this

objection the restriction on contacting customers. The covenant's restriction on

solicitation of al1 customers and potential customers, which surely covers clients with

whom Knobloch had no contact. Texas courts have struck down such covenants as

unenforceable. Transpelfect Translations, Inc. v. Lcslie, 594 F. Supp. 2d 742, 754 (S.D.

Tex. 2009) (liTexas courts note that non-compete covenants that . . . prevent contact with

clients with whom the employee had no contact are unenforceable.''); Peat Marwick

Main v. Haass, 8 18 S.W .2d 381, 386-87 (Tex. 199 1) (holding that an accounting firm's

protectable interest was its client base, and that the non-solicitation provision, which

iA ibited departing partners 9om engaging accounting services for clients who were

acquired aûer the employee lel, or with whom the accountant had no contact while at the

firm, was overbroad and unreasonable).On the other hand, however, courts have also

dispensed with one or more factors entirely when the totality of circumstances indicated

that the covenant not to compete was reasonably nanow to protect a com pany's business

interest or goodwill. So, for example, courts have held that covenants with no

geographical limitation were reasonable and enforceable. See, e.g., Traders Int 'I, Ltd. v.

Scheurmann, 2006 W L 2521366, at *8 (S.D. Tex. Aug. 30, 2006) (ûçAlthough the

Consdentiality and Invention Agreement does not specify a geographic limitation on the

non-competition agreement, itis nonetheless enforceable. W hile there is a split of

authority on this legal issue, the court is persuaded that where the employment agreement

restdcts the employee from  contacting former custom ers with whom the em ployee dealt

while employed by the employer, this is a reasonable substitute for a geographic

limitation.'') (intemal citations omittedl; Totino v. Alexander & Assocs., Inc, 1998 W L



552818, at *3 (Tex. App.- llouston (1 st Dist.j Aug. 20, l 998) (noting that the lack of an

express geographic restriction is not per se unreasonable).

The Court agrees with M -1 that the factors included in the covenant not to

compete should be considered in combination with one another, rather than as stand alone

requirements. Applying that approach, the Court cnnnot say that the ban on all customer

and potential customer contacts is unreasonable to proteet SPS/GCS'S business interest.

Tllree important factors bring the Court to this conclusion. First, the short six-m onth

duration of the covenant not to compete imposes a limited burden on Knobloch. During

that six-month period, Knobloch still had several options: he could have chosen to work

outside the wellbore completion industly to work in that industry but outside of the

Am ericas, or not to work and launch a competing business six months later. The Court is

convinced that, given Knobloch's scientific background and in-depth knowledge of the

industry, al1 of those options remained open to him when he leh his employment with

SPS/GCS.

The second factor is the upper management position held by Knobloch at

SPS/GCS. M-1 has submitted evidence showing that Knobloch was much more than a

manager and salesman for his fonner employer. He oversaw SPS/GCS'S relationships

with major international clients. (Knobloch Dep. 85215-86:25,- Doc. No. 196, Exs. 25-

An engineer by training, Knobloch participated in the design of SPS/GCS'S tools

and in facilitating wellbore completions. He delivered technical presentations

intem ationally, fonnulated com pany growth strategies, and discussed product

development with engineers. (Doc. No. 196, Ex. 16.) Given Knobloch's high level of
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involvement in the company's gowth and development, the Court believes that

restricting him from contacting SPS/GCS'S customer base was reasonable.

The third, and perhaps mostimportant, factor goes to SPS/GCS'S protectable

interest. Texas courts are generally concemed about custom er contract restrictions where

the client base is the protectable business interest. See, e.g., Peat Harwick M ain & Co. v.

Haass, 818 S.W .2d 381, 387 (Tex. 199 1) (defining the business interest in that case to

include preserving the firm's client base).M-1 has made a strong case that the business

interest in this case extends beyond SPS/GCS'S client base, given Knobloch's intimate

knowledge of tool designs and functionality.Knobloch had access to sensitive company

'I'he Court is convinced that the defnableinformation, including many trade secrets.

business interests in this case involve not just preserving a client bases but also

maintaining trade secrets and other sensitive information. The restriction on a11 customer

contact is accordingly not an unreasonable restraint of trade as to this particular

employee. See Weed Eater, Inc. v. Dowling, 562 S.W .2d 898, 902 (Tex. Civ. App.-

Houston (1st Dist.j 1978, writ refd n.r.e.).

'Fhe Court declines to grant W ES and Knobloch summary judpnent on the

covenant not to compete. The covenant not to compete is a reasonable restraint of trade,

and is therefore enforceable.

lV. DEFENDANTS' M O TIO N FOR PROTECTION

Defendants have filed a joint expedited motion for protection from discovery of

their trade secret infonuation. They argue that, under the burden shihing mechanism

applied in Texas state courts, when a party seeking protection has established that the

infonuation sought is a trade secret, the party requesting the infonnation must establish
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that the information is necessary for a fair adjudication of its claim or defense. (Defs.'

Joint Expedited M ot. for Protection f'rom Disc. of Proprietary Trade Secret Information,

Doc. No. 300, !J! 8-9.) Defendants assert that M-1 has failed to make this critical

showing, and thus is not entitled to discovery.(1d. !!( 17-2 1 .) They argue further that the

depositions recently taken in Scotland of M -1 engineers shows that M -l has little proof of

its claims that Defendants have stolen its trade secrets. (ld. !! 1-6.) M -I counters that

Defendants are tlouting this Court's discovery orders, which have already provided that

Defendants must produce trade secret information, and argue further that they have met

their burden to show that the trade secrets are necessary for a fair adjudication of their

claims. (M-I LLC'S Resp. to Defs.' Joint Expedited Mot. for Protection from Disc. of

Proprietary Trade Secret lnformation, Doc. No. 316, 15 5, 35-40.) M-I also argues that

its engineers identified several suspected misappropriations of trade secrets. (1d. M( 8-

28.)

Discovery in this case has been far from smooth. ln November 2009, this Court

ordered discovery to proceed along a certain schedule, due to the sensitive nature of the

discoverable material. The Court divided discovery into two phases. The first phase was

to include discovery of a11 matters çsexclusive of trade secrets.'' (Disc. Hr'g Tr. 33, Nov.

24, 2009.) Aher the tirst phase, the Defendants would be allowed to depose certain M-I

engineers in order to obtain more detail as to the trade secret theû at issue. Following the

depositions, the case was to proceed to a second round of discovery where t4trade secret

information (wouldj be disclosed'' pursuant to the agreed protective order in this case.

(1d.) The Court subsequently issued a written order outlining the planned discovery

schedule. (See Doc. No. 155.)
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Despite M -l's protests that the frst phase of discovery had not yet been

completed, the Court ordered depositions of four key M -l employees to go fonvard in

April 2010. n e depositions of George Telfer, Mark Temple, Graeme Laws, and Dennis

Hanks tool place in Scotland from April 5-7, 2010.

According to the discovery schedule, then, phase two discovery requiring trade

secret disclosure should have begun aqer the Scotland depositions. Defendants, however,

have adamantly objected to producing any of their trade secrets, and M-l has complained

equally loudly that Defendants are circumventing this Court's orders by refusing to

produce sensitive information.Aûer adjudicating a large number of disputes in April and

M ay, the Court stayed the case in order to decide the pending dispositive motions.

A. Analysis

Defendants, in some ways, make a pitch for a question already decided. They

seek protection under Texas Rule of Evidence 507 by arguing that M -1 has failed to meet

its burden of showing that discovery of trade secrets is necessary in this case, as required

under the case 1aw that has developed around that nzle.

Texas Rule of Evidence 507 protects discovery of trade secrets, allowing a person

to refuse to disclose a trade secret under certain circumstances. The rule provides:

A person has a privilege, which may be claimed by the person or the
person's agent or employee, to refuse to disclose and to prevent other
persons from disclosing a trade seeret owned by the person, if the
allowance of the privilege will not tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work
injustice. When disclosure is directed, the judge shall take such protective
measures as the interests of the holder of the privilege and of the parties
and the furtherance of justice may require.

The Texas Supreme Court has established a burden shiRing mechanism by which

evidence must be produced under Rule 507.
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First, the party resisting discovery must establish that the information is a
trade secret. The burden then shihs to the requesting party to establish
that the information is necessary for a fair adjudication of its clams. If the
requesting party meets this burden, the trial court should ordinarily compel
disclosure of the information, subject to an appropriate protective order.
ln each circumstance, the trial court must weigh the degree of the
requesting party's need for the information with the potential harm of
disclosure to the resisting party.

In re Continental Gen. Tire, Inc., 979 S.W.2d 609, 613 (Tex. 1998).

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure also provide for the protection of trade

secret information under certain circumstances. Rule 26(c)(1) provides'.

A party or any person from whom discovery is sought may move for a
protective order in the court where the action is pending--or as an
alternative on matters relating to a deposition, in the court for the district
where the deposition will be taken. . . . The court may, for good cause,
issue an order to protect a party or person &om annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense, including . . .
requiring that a trade secret or other confidential research, development, or
commercial information not be revealed or be revealed only in a specified
'Way . . . .

It is ûtwell settled that there is no absolute privilege for trade secrets and similar

confdential information.'' 8 CHARLES ALAN W RIGHT, ARTHUR R. M ILLER & RICHARD L.

MARCUS, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE j 2043 (2d ed. 1994). Rather, federal

courts follow a similar scheme in determining whether and how to order the disclosure of

trade secrets or other confidential infonuation. First, the party seeking protection must

establish that the relevant infonnation falls within the provision of this rule. Id. ûtûlrflhe

burden is upon (the party seeking the protective order) to show the necessity of its

issuance, which contemplates a particular and specific demonstration of fact as

distinguished from stereotyped and conclusory statements.''' Sanchez v. Proper# &

Cas., 2010 W L 107606, at * 1 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (quoting fn rc Terra Int 'l, 134 F.3d 302,

306 (5th Cir. 1998)). The party seeking protection Vtimust first establish that the
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information sought is a trade secret or other eontidential information and then

demonstrate that its disclosure would cause an identifiable, sir iticant hann.''' f#.

(quoting Stone Connection, Inc. v. Simpson, 2008 WL 1927033, at *1 (E.D. Tex. Apr. 28,

2008)).

If the party seeking protection establishes that the information sought is both

confidential and that disclosure would cause harm, then the burden falls on the opposing

party to çtestablish that the information is suo ciently relevant and necessary'' to its case

to outweigh the harm that disclosure m ay cause. 8 CHARLES ALAN W RIGHT, ARTHUR R.

MILLER & RICHARD L. MARCUS, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE j 2043 (2d ed.

1994). Kççlt is within the sound discretion of the trial court to decide whether trade secrets

are relevant and whether the need outweighs the harm of disclosure. Likewise, if the trade

secrets are deemed relevant and necessary, the appropriate safeguards that should attend

their disclosure by means of a protective order are also a matter within the trial court's

discretion.''' A.C. Olmstead, Inc. v. CU Interface, LLC, 606F.3d 262, 269 (6th Cir.

2010) (quoting Centurion Indus., Inc. v.Fcrren Steurer & Assocs.s 665 F.2d 323, 326

(10th Cir. 198 1)).

The state and federal standards are very similar. Given its federal question

jurisdiction over this case, the Court applies the Texas procedural rules here. As to

Defendants' initial burden of proving that the matter is a trade secret, M-1 does not

dispute, and the Court does not doubt, that the materials in question qualify. Defendants'

trade secrets include sensitive information such as tool drawings, engineering data,

individual component sketches, pricing and inventory lists, certain com m unications with
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manufacturers, and more. (Doc. No. 300, ! 13.)

the outset of the case that such material qualities as trade secrets. The Court agrees.

As discussed at length in this opinion, M -l brings several state 1aw causes of

action against Defendants in this suit. Their core allegation is that Defendants

Both parties have acknowledged from

misappropriated their trade secrets. M -l has stated a claim for misappropriation of trade

secrets, and now seeks discovery in order to support those claims with evidence.

Importantly, trade secrets are the subject of this litigation. M-l is not seeking W ES'S

trade secrets so it may use the information to prove a tangential or connected point.

Rather, the trade secrets are sought because M -I alleges that the trade secrets themselves

were stolen, and needs evidence to bolster its claim. Specifically, the third element of

trade secret misappropriation requires that a plaintiff prove that the defendant is using the

trade secret. ln order to prove this element, M -l must establish that W ES'S tools

ineorporate M-l's design features. lndeed, M -l has submitted aftidavits from two

retained experts who state that they cannot come to any determination of whether W ES

has misappropriated M-1 trade secrets in its own tool line without first inspecting tools

drawings and other proprietary infonuation. (Doc. No. 317, Exs. J & K.) The trade

secrets are both relevant and necessary for that reason. Not being able to argue that

certain tool diameters were identical, or that W ES adopted the same unique material as

M -I in the constnzction of its tools, would be fatal to M -l's claims. What Defendants

seek in protection, then, is not a slight modification of discovery, but instead a dismissal

of al1 of M-l's claims. This the Court cannot do. M-l's case has cleared the 12(b)(6)

hurdle, and as such, it is entitled to certain discovery that will allow it to litigate this case.
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The Court tinds that the trade secret drawings and other confidential information, which

form the crux of this entire case, to be discoverable.

The Court is not convinced, as Defendants insist, thatthe deposition of the

Scotland engineers exposed the frivolity of M -l's claims. Although all deponents

stopped short of claiming that W ES tools were exact copies of M -l tools, each of them

was able to point to specific design features that were unique to M -I before W ES

launched its suite of wellbore cleanout tools. The engineers pointed to stabilizer sleeve

sizes, pressure equalization components, mandrel desir , filter tool similarities, mar et

type, tool matedal, bolts, and other dimensions, designs, and mechanisms that they

From the Court's review of the testimony, it

specific and supported by the engineers' technical

strongly believe W ES copied from M -I.

believes that the testimony was

knowledge about the designs and components of these tools. At the very least, they have

boosted M -l's argument that examining drawings of these tools, and other information, is

necessary to fairly adjudicate its misappropriation of trade secrets claim.

The Court does not finding convincing Defendants' citation to case 1aw on trade

secret protection. The seminal case intemreting and applying Rule 507, In re Continental

General Tire, Inc., is readily distinguishable. ln that case, a driver's front tire blew out,

and he struck an oncoming vehicle, killing two people. Certain heirs brought a products

liability action against defendant, the manufacturer of the failed tire. Plaintiffs contended

that either a design or manufacturing defect prevented the belts of the failed tire from

properly bonding. During discovery, the plaintiffs requested defendant to produce the

chemical fonnula for what is known at t'skim stockr'' in order to prove its claim . 979

S.W .2d 609, 610 (Tex. 1998). Defendant objected on the mounds that its skim stock
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formula was a trade secret protected by Rule 507. The Texas Supreme Court reviewed

the undeminnings of Rule 507, established the burden shifting scheme outlined above for

production of trade secrets under the rule, and applied that scheme to the facts before it.

In that case, the only evidence put forward by plaintiffs to establish that the skim stock

fonuula was necessary to the litigation was deposition testimony from defendant's expert

stating that a compound that didn't have the right ingredients in it could cause tire failure.

The unrefuted countervailing evidence, however, established that the formula could not

determine the physical properties of a tire, that the finished tire itself had to be tested, and

that plaintiffs had no other skim stock formulas with which to compare defendant's

formula. ln other words, the evidence did not show that production of the skim stock

formula would allow plaintiff to establish that the failed tire was defective. The formula

itself could not show the specific properties of the failed tire, and even if the fonuula was

defective in some way, plaintiffs would not be able to show that by comparing the

formula to others. In this case, by contrast, Defendants' tool drawings and other

infonnation will point directly to the design features of its wellbore tools (that is, because

manufacturing flaws are not a concern in this litigation, the question of whether the

drawings reflect exactly the tinal manufactured product is irrelevantl; f'urthermore, M-I

may compare Defendants' trade secrets to its own to establish whether Defendants'

committed misappropriation.

The Court finds Defendants' other citations similarly unconvincing. ln those

cases, the courts rejected discovery of trade secret information where plaintiffs failed to

indicate how the trade secret information would show whether the final product was

defective, were able to prove defectiveness of products without discovery of the
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information, failed to establish that the information would be necessary to its experts

rather than merely useful, or failed entirely to offer any evidence showing production was

necessary. See, e.g., In re Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 106 S.W .3d 730, 733-34 (Tex.

2003); In re A'FO Res. LLP, 248 S.W .3d 898, 904 (Tex. App.- Fort Worth 2008, no

pd.); In re Waste Mgmt. of Fcx., Inc., 286 S.W .3d 615, 618 (Tex. App.- Texarkana

2009); ln re Leviton Mfg. Co., 1 S.W .3d 898, 902-03 (Tex. App.- W aco 1999, no pet.);

In re Continental Tire N Am., Inc., 74 S.W .3d 884, 886 (Tex. App.- Eastland 2002, no

pet.); In re Frost, 998 S.W.2d 938, 939 (Tex. App.- W aco 1999, no pet.) M-l does not

stand in the same position as the plaintiffs in the cited cases. First, the manufacturing

process is immaterial to whether Defendants misappropriated trade secrets. Second, as

stated above, M -l will not be able to prove misappropriation of trade secrets, which

requires them to show that Defendants have actually incom orated trade secrets into their

own competitive products,without examining Defendants' tool drawings and other

Last, M -I has proffered evidence on the issue of necessity, andproprietary information.

that tvidence establishes that experts must have access to proprietary information in order

to prepare their conclusions.

useful, for M -l's experts.

the instant litigation to cases where trade secret discovery has been rejected on Rule 507

In other words, the information is necessaly not simply

The Court therefore rejects Defendants' attempts to analogize

grounds.

Additionally, neither party disputes that M -I has virtually no other source for the

information. Although it may go after the manufacturers of the tools, a strategy that M -l

has undertaken, this is simply a m ore circuitous way of obtaining the m aterials from

W ES itself. A11 of W ES'S manufacturers have signed confidentiality agreements not to



disclose the trade secrets, and so have referred requested items to W ES so that W ES

could assert the trade secret privilege.

The Court points out that it is not only W ES'S disclosure that is at issue here.

Rather, it is clear that M -1 will need to produce its own tool drawings and other

information to Defendants so that Defendants may build their defense in this case. The

Court is satisfied that, with both parties disclosing the material at the heart of their

companies' success, each of them will have strong incentives to rigorously apply the

protective order and safeguard one another's trade secrets. The Court trusts the attomeys

on all sides of this case to abide by the terms of the protective order.

Parties are generally given wide latitude in conducting diseovery, even as to trade

secret matters. lndeed, in most cases concerning trade secret discovery, t4the key issue is

not whether the information will be disclosed but under what conditions.'' 8 CHARLES

ALAN W RIGHT, ARTHUR R. M ILLER & RICHARD L. M ARCUS, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND

PROCEDURE j 2043 (2d ed. 1994). The Supreme Court hasrecognized that ésorders

forbidding any disclosure of trade secrets or confidential commercial information are

rare.'' Fc#. Open Market Comm. ofthe Fed. Resen'e s'ys'. v. Merrill, 443 U.S. 340: 363

n.24 (1979). éûMore commonly, the trial court will enter a protective order restricting

disclosure to counsel, or to the parties.'' f#. (intemal citations omitted). Defendants have

failed to cite to any federal cases that prohibited trade secret disclosure outdght. lndeed,

from the Court's own research, it is clear that such action is exceedingly rare.

Defendants have failed to set forth compelling reasons for why this m aterial should be

entirely exempt from discovery. The Court finds that the material is relevant and

necessary to the claims at issue in this case.
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Of course, the Court prefers that the parties have a m utually agreeable protective

order in place. Defendants have indicated that the current protective order is insufficient.

The Court will convene the parties to discuss how the tenns of the current protective

order may be modified. Given the sensitive namre of the information, the Court is

amenable to making the order as strict as possible to ensure the continuing secrecy of the

infonnation disclosed.

The Court makes one final point. lt understands that Defendants are extremely

frustrated with the filing of this lawsuit. Defendants have repeatedly argued to the Court

that this is a sham lawsuit brought by a large com oration seeking to extinguish a sm all

one. If this is tnze, of course, an allocation of costs and fees, as well as more serious

measures, may be in order so that W ES may be made whole again. But the Court is not

in a position to dismiss an entire lawsuit at this stage based on Defendants' impassioned

arguments and accusations. It is the Court's task to adjudicate this case neutrally.

Having found no basis for Rule 12(b)(6) or Rule 56 dismissal of the entire suit, the Court

must allow this litigation to proceed.It has concluded that, in order to try these claims,

both sides must produce trade secret material. The merits of M-l's claims can form no

basis for the Court's decisions at this phase. Rather, a11 it can do, and indeed what it is

bound to do, is monitor the pleadings and evidentiary standards to ensure that the case

proceeds in a way that protects all parties' rights.The Court tdes to do so faithfully, and

remains willing to discuss problems during discovery as they arise.

V. CO NCLUSIO N

For the reasons stated in the order, Defendants' motion to dismiss (Doc. No. 9l)

is granted in part and denied in part. Counts Four, Five, and Eleven are dismissed.
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Defendants' motion for partial summary judgment (Doc. No. 181) is granted in part and

denied in part. Counts Four, Five, Six, Eight, Nine, Ten, and Twelve are preempted to

the extent they are based on M -l's tool drawings and other copyrightable m atedal.

Defendants' motion for partial summary judpnent is denied as to M-l's misappropriation

of trade secrets claim, and its covenant not to compete argument. Defendants' motion

for protection (Doc. No. 300) is denied.

M-l must file an amended complaint within twenty (20) days of the date of this

Order that reflect the rulings herein.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

<SIGNED at Houston, Texas, on this the / 7 day of August, 2010.

KEIT . E LISON
UN ITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

TO ENSURE PROPER NOTICE, EACH PARTY W HO RECEIVES
THIS ORDER SHALL FORW ARD A COPY OF IT TO EVERY
OTHER PARTY AND AFFECTED NON-PARTY EVEN THOUGH
THEY M AY HAVE BEEN SENT ONE BY THE COURT.
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